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Limit is
sought
for power
to pardon
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT Ky. (AP) —
Future governors could not pal don people until after they have
actually been charged with a
crime under a proposed constitutional amendment that cleared
a House panel Tuesday.
"Before you can have a pardon, you have to be charged
with a crime," Rep. Rob
Wilkey, the bill's sponsor, told
Elections,
House
the
Constitutional Amendments
and Intergovernmental Affairs
Committee.
Wilkey said the proposal was
not about Gov.
Ernie
Fletcher's
to
decision
his
pardon
entire administration after
some officials
were indicted
during a state
hiring investiFletcher
The
gation.
amendment, however, would
prevent future governors from
granting the same kind of pardon Fletcher did.
A Kentucky Supreme Court
opinion on the matter, whi‘h
was released last May, gives
governors overly broad pardon
Wilkey
said.
powers,
Theoretically, a governor could
avoid scrutiny by offering
weekly pardons to members of
his or her administration.
Wilkey said.
Under the proposal, voters
would be asked to change the
wording of Kentucky's constitution so that a person would
not be eligible for a gubernatorial pardon until first having
been charged with or convicted
of a crime. That person would
then have to ask for and accept
the amnesty.
An investigation into state
hiring practices began in May
2005 after allegations arose that
protected state jobs were being
steered to Fletcher's political
supporters.
By the time Fletcher issued
the blanket pardons later that
summer,a Franklin County special grand jury had indicted nine
administration officials or supporters with various crimes
stemming from the probe.
Later. Fletcher himself was
charged with three misdemeanors that were eventually
dropped in a deal with prosecutors.
Fletcher has maintained that
the investigation was politically
motivated.
Rep. Kevin Bratcher, RLouisville, said the proposed
constitutional change wasn't
necessary. Current law allows
the General Assembly to
impeach an "out-of-control"
governor, and future governors'
pardoning powers should
remain intact, he said.
"If you think that the governor is out of bounds, then you
can have hearings," said
Bratcher, who voted against the
proposal. 'There is a mechanism in the constitution to deal
with these situations."

•See Page 3A
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Realtor of the Week
\lar •linie Roberson

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

Laurie Barlow and Cindy Pittman work on an arrangement of a dozen roses Tuesday afternoon at The
Cherry Tree Florist & Gifts.

Valentine's Day
a hectic one for
many businesses
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Local florists, as well as many
other businesses, are bustling with
activity today as residents rush to get
the perfect Valentine's Day gift for
their sweethearts.
Traditional presents of roses, cards
and candy still top the lists of most
shoppers for this annual "Hallmark
Holiday," as it has been called. The
day is set aside each year for lovers to
express romantic feelings and affections for each other with heart-shaped
notes and assorted novelties. The figure of the winged Cupid is also a popular sight on Valentine's Day.
It has been estimated by the
Greeting Card Association that
approximately 1 billion Valentine
cards are sent annually worldwide.
That makes this holiday second only
to Christmas in the number of holiday
cards sent. The association also estimates that women account for some
85 percent of those Valentines.
Wikipedia,
to
According

embossed, paper lace Valentines were
first mass-produced and sold sometime after 1847 by Esther Howland,
whose father operated a book and stationary store. Howland, of Worcester,
Mass., was said to be inspired by an
English Valentine she had received.
Valentine's Day in the United States
is believed to have been imported by
British settlers in the 19th century.
Locally, two of the many stores
focusing on today's Valentine's sales
are reporting very busy schedules.
Mike Wilson of Wilson's Florist
on the court square said,'This year's
Valentine's business is heavier than
last year. Everything is going really
great. I think it is due to the holiday
being on a Wednesday."
He said business was so busy that
his store actually had to stop taking
orders around mid-day Tuesday.
"We'll pretty much just be playing
catch up through (this) afternoon," he
noted.

Gifts of love
Cards and candy top the list of
Valenlbwi's Day gifts. with many
°Onscreen spending the most on
spouses and significant others.
How much do you plan to
spend on Valentine's Day
gifts for:
Children's
classmates/teachers
Other

$3.35

$3.69
Fnends

Co-workers

$4.93

$2.40

Spouse,'
significant
other
680.29

Other family
members
625

What types of gifts do you
plan to give?
Cards...1M 62.8%
48.4%

Candy

45.3%

Evening out
Flowers
Jewelry

NI 17.9%

Clothing III 11.6%
Gift card 011.3%
Other II 10%
NOTE. Survey conducted Jan 2-10.
7.703 people responded
SOURCE National Retail Federation

•See Page 2A

AP

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
JACKSON, Tenn. — A settlement between Levi
Alexander's family and the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department's insurance company will
mean 30 years of monthly payments for Alexander's
daughter.
The family blamed former Calloway County
Detective Sgt. Jim Wright and 10 other unnamed
deputies, saying their actions wrongfully led to the
shooting death of the Henry County, Tenn., man following a high-speed tractor-trailer chase through
five counties in two states exactly two years ago
today.
The settlement worth a
total $893,106.40 was accepted in U.S. District Court in
Jackson on Dec. 12, 2006,
and then finalized later that
month, according to documents filed in Tennessee's
federal court.
Specifically, the settlement includes monthly payments of $2,119.74 starting
Paige
Elizabeth
when
Alexander turns 18 on Nov.
File photo
15, 2019, according to the
Alexander
Levi
court order approving the settlement late last year. The was killed in a
payments are guaranteed for truck charm VW
totaling started in Fulton
30
years,
County and ended
$763,106.40.
Another lump sum worth in Henry County,
$130,000 will be paid to the Tenn.
The
family to • include the plain- Calloway County
tiffs' attorney fees and Sheriff's
$20,000 for Monica Christine
Department's
Alexander to use to benefit
compainsurance
her daughter, Elizabeth Paige
Alexander, according to the ny reached a setwith
settlement order. The $20,000 tlement
portion of the lump sum was Alexander's famibased on child support Levi ly.
Alexander would have paid
for the next 13 years, until his daughter would turn
18.
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
said the settlement was between the insurance company and Alexander's family. The county government didn't have to approve any of the terms.
The settlement "is a compromise of vigorously
contested claims. The outcome of the litigation is
uncertain and the defendants deny any liability,"
according to the order U.S. District Judge James D.
Todd entered Dec. 12, 2006. "The court, having
heard the evidence and considered the proposed settlement, hereby finds, orders and adjudges that the
proposed settlement is approved and is in the best
interest of the minor, Elizabeth Paige Alexander."
Levi Alexander, 26. was killed by a gunshot in
his torso. His body was found dead in the sleeping

•See Page 10A

Calloway Red Cross eyes super HEROES drive
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
A tornado swept through Meade
County on April 3, 1974, and the closeknit community saw its high school be
used as a morgue and later for funeral
services because the funeral homes were
destroyed like so much of the town.
Schools
Independent
Murray
Assistant Superintendent Eleanor Mills
offered an impromptu testimony of the
value of the American Red Cross during
an event that kicked off the local chapter's fund-raising efforts.
Throughout the disaster in Mills'
hometown, the Red Cross served meals.
More than "just food," the meals sus-

military communications, first aid and
tamed the community.
"None of us will ever know when we CPR training and disaster preparedness
will be touched and need the service of information for our community. All of
Red Ctoss," Mills told the crowd of the money raised stays in Calloway
about 40 people at the Weaks County.
Specifically, each team's goal of at
Community Center on Tuesday afterleast $1,000 could provide 198 blankets
noon.
The Calloway County chapter of the to disaster victims at shelters, groceries
American Red Cross is aiming to raise for 20 victims, three nights in a hotel of
$10,000 during the month of March six families of four who lost their homes,
through the efforts of eight teams that are 22 swimming scholarships for those
organizing 'various events. The HEROES unable to afford the lessons or roof
campaign also hopes to bring attention to repairs for two homes damaged in
storms, according to information the Red
what Red Cross does.
The funds will be used to support Red Cross provided.
'When people think of American Red
Cross services such as disaster relief,
assistance for fire victims, emergency Cross, they think of disasters or blood,"

Calloway County Executive Director
Tory Daughrity said. 'That's the two
things 1 get, but we do emergency relief
and that includes single family fires."
Daughrity said the local Red Cross
has responded to 15 fires and helped 12
of those families since July. That's nearly the same as the 17 fires and flooding
incidents the chapter responded to last
fiscal year. which runs from July to June.
"Your help by being part of a team is
so essential," Daughrity said during the
kick-off event.
The HEROES campaign officially
ends March 29 with a celebration that

•See Page 2A
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Location of Wilson honoring concert changed

PoliceSherifflogs

Murray State University Police Department
tickets at the door go toward children's con- Alan Huckleberry, Assistant Professor of
t ens to honor Mrs. Wilson and the work she Piano Pedagogy and Collaborative Arts, • An LCD monitor was reported stolen from the Corns Center at
report was taken for theft by unlawful takdid arranging children's concerts.
who holds degrees from the conservatories 11:30 a.m. Monday. A
•
Before the concert, the Renaissance for of Karlsruhe and Cologne (Germany), as ing less than $300.
Murray Police Department
Knowledge Library Committee and Tri well as from the University of Michigan •A mailbox was reported stolen from Cheri Theater at 740 a.m.
Sigma Sorority dedicate a copper water wall (MM, DMA). He has performed both in Monday.
fountain in Jan Wilson's memory in Murray recitals and as a soloist with orchestras in •A license plate was reported stolen from 902 Northwood Apt. FState', Watertield Library lobby. She was a Germany, England, Czech Rep., Italy, 31 at 9:04 a.m. Monday.
member of the Comnuttee and advisor to the Austria, Spain, France, and the United •Tanner Lear, 21, of Princeton, was arrested Monday on a war- .
sorority.
States. This past fall he was heard on his rant charging him with second-degree assault.
A Murray native, Dr. Conklin's concert tour through seven states, as well as Costa • An injury crash was reported at Walgreens at 8:43 a.m.
program includes Beethoven's Spring Rica. He is also a prizewinner of national Tuesday.
Someone came into the station at 8:43 a.m. Tuesday to report•
Sonata, Camille Saint-Saens' Sonata #1 in and international piano competitions, such •
a criminal mischief incident.
D- for Violin and Piano, and Sonata for as the first prize in the German National
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
Violin and Piano by Kevin Beavers.
Competition and the winner of the • A mailbox on Green Plain Road was reported vandalized at
Dr Conklin's collaborative pianist for the University
of
Michigan
Concerto 10:26 a.m. Tuesday.
February 18th concert is his colleague at Competition.
• A theft was reported at 12:59 p.m. Tuesday on Main Street. A
rhe t anversity of Iowa School of Music, Dr.
case was opened.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

Special to the Ledger
The Murray Cit. it Musa. .Association 1,
moving the lotation of Sunda t concert
honoring the late Jan Nilson, longtime
advocate tor thildreiCs musk. edutation.
The concen features Dr. Scott Conklin, v iolin, and Dr Alan Huckleberry.. piano on
Sunday at 2 ;(/ p.m
rickets are S111 at the door of Murray
State's Lovett Auditoriuni instead of
Performing Ans Hall as pre:tam*,
amounted Lovett Auditorium's handl.,ap
actessible eritranae is on the west side of the
auditonum, which is reached trout the parking lot between the former Trio Offices on
I 6th Street and ( aik le v: Applied St'elite
this tit/Melt is part 01 the
Building
M( MA membership series VI( it ecds I ram

English spaniel is America's top dog
By BEN WALKER
AP National Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — An
English springer spaniel earned
more than a silver bowl for
becoming America's top dog.
Diamond Jim got a meal, too.
The 6-year-old certified therapy dog with a preference for
chicken-and-garlic treats won
best in show at the Westminster
Kennel Club event Tuesday
night, denying Bill Cosby the
prize he's always coveted.
Diamond Jim jumped into
handler Kellie Fitzgerald's arms
after the victory over a Dandie
Dinmont terrier co-owned by
Cosby and five other finalists.
"Bill Cosby and I are good
friends," she said. "We're both
competitive. We both wanted to
win."
The victory at the country's
premier dog event prevented
Madison Square Garden from
turning into "The Cosby Show."
At the arena where the New
York Knicks play, the dog commonly called James celebrated
with a few loose rebounds.
Fitzgerald said he did not eat
before the show; once it was
over, he snacked on goodies that
fell on the floor.
Dressed in a glittering copper
top that perfectly matched her

America's
top dog
Diamond Jim, an
English springer
spaniel won
best in show at the
131s1 Westminster
dog show in New
York Tuesday
ill

Diamond Jim
Dab of birth: June 8 2000
Owner: Teresa Patton &
Allen Patton & R Dehmel &
D Hadsall

aa'
Past winners
Yist_litestl_
IOW OW Tants/(Conrad)
2006 Pointer(Gelman ant:inflated)
2004 41sifoundlend
2003 Keny Blue Tamer

2002 Podstilkleturs)
2001 Bichon Friss
2000 SWIM(81022h SP*1900
1999 Papillon

MI flosich lutist
1997 Standard Schnauzer
SOURCE Westminster Kennel Club

AP

brown-and-white pet. Fitzgerald
cuddled her champion. She said
it was a coincidence that her
outfit coordinated with her dog's
coat.
"It was just the first thing I
grabbed," she said.
Diamond Jim beat out
Cosby's dog, as he did at the big
AKC/Eukanuba
event
in
December. The sphnger was the

nation's No. 2 show dog last tour of the morning TV shows
year behind C•osby's entry — and enjoy a big. meal at famed
Fitzgerald also repeated, having New York restaurant Sardi's.
This was his 51st best in
in show
at
gone
best
show victory, and his last. He's,
Westtninster in 2tXN).
"I'm over the moon," she retiring from the show world to:
said.
live the life of a therapy and
Cosby's run of had luck on obedience dog. He's already
with
Alzheimer's
the green carpet of the Garden worked
continued. He'd lost with sever- patients.
"He's not going to be just a
al top dogs in the past, and
avoided coming this time to couch potato," Fitzgerald said.
She felt James' win illustratstave off the jinx.
Judge Robert Indeglia said he ed that Westminster is more than
wished he had ribbons to give to merely a beauty pageant for
all the contenders. Yet with only phmped and pampered pooches.
a purple-and-gold prize, he In fact, there was a noticeable
pointed to Diamond Jim.
drop in applause when the pooJames beat out a pair of white dles rounded the ring.
poodles and a petit basset grifDiamond Jim will stay with
fon vendeen. plus an Akita and a Fitzgerald for about a week in
Bouviers des Flandres that pit- Bear, Del. — "he likes my big
ted a husband and wife against backyard" -- before heading
each other. Larry Fenner han- home to his owners in Virginia.
dled the Bouviers and Laurie
She's had him for 2 1/2 years
Jordan-Fenner guided the Akita. and "it's going to be difficult to
With a few dogs barking and give him up. He lives in my
baying backstage. Diamand Jim house."
was chosen out of the overall
This was the 100th time that
2,628 entries in 165 breeds and. hest in show was presented at*
varieties.
Westminster, and the sixth time
"I wanted him to go out with an English springer spaniel won.
a bang," Fitzgerald said. "He Terriers have won 44 times.
shows 110 percent all the time.
The Dandie named Harry
Fabulous, fabulous dog. He real- was the nation's top show dog:
ly excels in the big ring."
last year with 57 best in show
On Wednesday. he'll make a victories.

•Calloway Red Cross

Photo provided

VALENTINES FOR SERVICE MEN AND WOMEN: Student
Council members at Murray Middle School have been busy
making valentines for the service men and women who are
fighting for our country Rachael James. a seventh grade student and a new student at Murray Middle School. suggested
that making valentines would be a good idea for MMS as it
was a huge success at her old school Rachael s father was in
the service and taking care of servicemen and women are
very special to Rachael Student Council members meet
before school in Tessa Powells classroom to make the valentines whirr wil be mailed to Iraq
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Enjoy a Zomantic
Candlelight Dinner
ith your Sweetheart

night, concluding what is
known nationally as Red Cross
Month.
Using humor and farm stories, Murray State agnculture
professor Tony Brannon rallied
the Red Cross fund-raising volunteers. He said the campaign
will be successful as long as
participants take the following
steps: Hook. Look. Pick. Stick.
Laugh. Think. Pray.
In other words, "hook" up
with people you know to "look"
for opportunities. Be sure to
"pick" with whom and what you
associate. And "stick" with it.
"Disasters have the ability to
wear us down," Brannon said.
"But there's a good side, and
that's the blessing of the helping
side. That's what you guys are
committed to."
The eight teams and some of
their activities are as follows:
--- Team C.A.R.E (Campbell
Auction and Real Estate) will
have a yard sale, silent auction
and live auction on March 17 at
the real estate office. Rain
would move it to the Woodmen
of the World building.
— Team ARC (American
Red Cross) is raffling a brown
sugar spiral ham for SI per
chance of $5 for six tickets. The
team also has several rebate
nights
planned: Backyard
Burger from 4 to 10 p.m. March
28. Big Apple Cafe all day
March 14, Captain D's on Feb.
13 and March 10 from open to
close, Mugsy's Hideout all day
Feb. 22, Asian Buffet from 5 to
9 p.m. Feb. 28, Mr. Gatti's from
5 p.m to close Feb. 27. Rebate
coupons good at Pizza Hut from
March 12-18 also are available.
The team also is selling
coupon booklets to Elder-

Johnny's

Voted 1,furra$ A I. monk
(*mew Restaurani
iron fa 4 Rm.,

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times

The HEROES committee gathered with their team members and other Red Cross volunteers
Tuesday afternoon for a kick-off event to a fund-raising campaign that hopes to raise $10,000 •
for Calloway County disaster relief and other Red Cross services provided locally. Pictured
from left are committee members Barbara Campbell, Tiffany Kernall, Executive Director Tory
Daughrity, DeWayne Chadwick, Yvette Pyle, Larry Newton, Sherry Purdom, Richard Vanover,
Paula Singer, chairwoman Brenda Rowland and Linda Houck.
Beeman's Community Day on
March 3 for $5.(They include a
coupon worth $IO off a purchase as well as other deals.)
— CCHS Beta Club is passing buckets to collect donations
on Feb. 27 and March 1 at the
distnct basketball tournament
and is hosting a schoolwide talent show on March 19.
— Calloway County teachers
and nurses are hosting a districtwide walk-a-thon on March
23.
— MSU's Red Cross Club
and Rotaract Club are teaming

16 and Wants a New

Sports Car. Let's Talk.
•

•

Aar

From Front

up tor additional rebate nights.
They are at Backyard Burger
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Feb. 21
and 5 to 9 p.m. Feb. 23, Nick's
Family Sports Pub on Feb. 21
and Captain la's on Feb. 26.
-- Team Tiger Paws Helping
Red Cross is niade up of people
from
Murray Independent
Schools as well as some Sigma
Sigma Sigma sorority sisters
from MSC_ They are having
"Date With My Hero" at 2 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 25 to celebrate
male role models. If a child
doesn't have a father or other
male relative, the sorohty will
work with a MSU fraternity to
provide a "hero."
The Tiger Cubs in Action
group is sponsoring a Parents'
Night Out at Murray Middle

To find out more about our auto insurance for young drivers
— Call me... Stop by... Log on - it's your choice!

Dale VVillis
20 N 5th St Murra
(270) 753-8485
dwitlistjaaaiirt insorara

/k

Commission Rate
When Selling Your Home!

Of
11"
••
070Os/

School and other fund-raising
activities will be incorporate at
upcoming basketball games by
the Murray FBLA and The
Murray Tiger Bank.
— Participating brokers and agents with the MurrayCalloway County Board of ,
Realtors will give a portion of•
their February sales to the Red
Cross fund-raiser.
-- Heritage Bank also has a •
team organizing activities.
Additionally, canisters are .
located all over town in local •
businesses
and
Kroger,
Coldwater Bar-B-Que, The
Movie Gallery. The MSU
Bookstore, Discount Christian
Bookstore are selling American
Red Cross squares for a SI
donation.
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KentuckvinBrief
Judge rules school funding doesn't
violate constitution
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A judge ruled in a lawsuit over public school funding that the issue should be decided by the legislature
and not the courts.
Franklin County Circuit Court Judge Thomas D. Wingate ruled
Tuesday that The Council for Better Education had not established a
clear constitutional violation in Kentucky's education system.
Wingate said the court should not dictate how the General Assembly
should appropriate money for public schools.
"Ultimately, increases in education funding must be the product
of political will, not judicial decree," Wingate said in issuing a summary judgment in favor of the legislature.
The council, a group of school superintendents, claimed in its
lawsuit that funding of Kentucky's schools is "inadequate and arbitrarily determined by the legislature."
The council filed a similar lawsuit in 1985, resulting in the state's
school-funding system being declared unconstitutional. That ruling
led to the sweeping Kentucky Education Reform Act of 1990.
But that case focused on funding inequities, while the latest lawsuit focused on whether districts were receiving adequate funding to
teach every student the skills and knowledge necessary to meet
Kentucky's education standards.

Lawmakers may seek to drop runoff
election law
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — A never-used runoff election law
may end up staying that way, state legislators said Tuesday.
House and Senate lawmakers said they're considering plans that
would eliminate the possibility of a runoff election to decide the
looming May 22 primary. That would change the current ground
rules candidates in the primary election are facing as they head into
their campaigns.
- "I support the repeal of the runoff," said state Sen. Damon
Thayer, R-Georgetown. "I'm not enamored with changing the rules
in the middle of the game, but I think it's bad law to begin with and
we have a great opportunity in front of us to eliminate what I believe
is a bad law."
Unless current law is changed, there would be a runoff 35 days
after the primary if a single candidate does not win 40 percent of the
vote or more.
Currently, there are seven Democrats and three Republicans
seeking their respective parties' nominations. A runoff election
stands a greater chance of being triggered when the vote is split
among numerous candidates.
A bill pending in the House by Rep. Rick Nelson, DMiddlesboro, calls for eliminating the runoff provision in the governor's race. But if that measure doesn't gain steam, lawmakers may
add it to another proposal to tweak Kentucky's campaign finance
laws, Thayer said.

Bath County attorney pleads guilty in
vote buying probe

LAC photo
LEADERSHIP TOMORROW: State Sen. Ken Winters. R-Murray, meets with students of Murray High School and Calloway
County High School The students are a part of Kentucky's "Leadership Tomorrow,'' which gathered at the capital on Feb. 78

KSP awarded grant to
keep school roads safe
HICKORY, Ky. — The Kentucky State Police has recently been awarded a highway
safety grant through the Governor's Highway Safety Program to initiate the P.A.S.S.
Program (Public, Awareness,
Safe, Schools). This endeavor allows the Kentucky State
Police to once again take the
lead in "Securing Kentucky's
Future- through the implementation of a statewide School
Zone Safety Campaign.
The initial phase of the
P.A.S.S. program was to begin
today and end on March 13.
Post One trooper's will be
working school zones at various schools in the Post One
region including East Calloway
Elementary, Farmington Elementary, Marshall County High
School, and North Marshall
Middle School.
Priority was given to school
zones whose regular speed limit.
is 55mph before and after the
school zone flashing lights is
activated. The initial phase
of the program will consist of

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A county attorney in eastern
Kentucky pleaded guilty Tuesday to vote buying and perjury in connection with an alleged scheme to rig last year's primary election.
Bath County Attorney Donald "Champ" Maze entered the plea
on the fifth day of his jury trial in U.S. District Court in Lexington,
where he was charged with vote buying, perjury and obstruction of
justice. He admitted paying three people between $100 and $200 to
vote for him, U.S. Attorney Amul Thapar said in a statement.
Judge Joseph M. Hood ordered Maze to resign his post as county attorney by noon Wednesday.
There was no answer at Maze's law office Tuesday afternoon.
Maze's attorney, Ned Pillersdorf, told The Associated Press Maze
agreed to the deal after an additional allegation surfaced that he illegally tried to contact a juror on his trial last week.
"The government had some evidence that tended to suggest my
client was involved in an attempt to jury tamper," Pillersdorf said.
CADIZ, Ky. — Kentucky
"They were going to introduce it. We negotiated a plea."
Maze faces up to five years in prison, a $250,000 fine and three State Police Investigators are
years of supervised release at his May 7 sentencing. He was released conducting a death investigation
on bond.
on a Trigg County man as the
result of a house fire.
On Monday at 9:10 p.m., the
Pond
Fire
East Golden
Department responded to a
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Highways were slick and hazardous house fire south of Cadiz on Ky.
in northern Kentucky, where a quarter-inch of freezing rain and sleet 1175. When firefighters entered
sent cars sliding off roads.
the home they found Edward
Kentucky State Police in Dry Ridge said several accidents had Dale Downs, 41., unresponsive.
been reported but none with injuries.
John Vinson, the Trigg County
In central Kentucky and the Louisville area, some roadways that Coroner, pronounced Down'.
were damp from rainfall earlier Tuesday were developing icy spots
dead at the scene.
as cold air moved in, said National Weather Service forecaster Alex
An autopsy was conducted
Beauvois in Louisville. The problem would move toward eastern
Tuesday at the Medical
Kentucky overnight, he said.
Unsalted roads and driveway will be especially dangerous Examiners Lab in Madisonville.
The cause of death has not been
Wednesday morning, Beauvois said.
Road crews were out late Tuesday, the Transportation Cabinet determined pending toxicology
reported. Many roads in northern Kentucky were partly covered and other test results. The fire
with ice, the cabinet said.
investigation is continuing by
Western Kentucky was mostly spared, with a dusting of snow in KSP detectives and the State
the Owensboro area, said forecaster Greg Meffert in Paducah.
Fire Marshall's Office.

trooper's
collecting
data
through speed detection without enforcement. This data
will establish a pre-enforcement
traffic pattern for each targeted school zone.
The second phase will be
March 14-April 10 and will
consist of enforcement action
in the identified school zones.
Trooper's will use traditional
patrol in the school zones during pre-determined times and
dates to target speeder's, seat
belt's and other moving violations.
The third and final phase
will start on April 11 and end
on May 8. This phase will
again consist of trooper's collecting data through speed
detection without enforcement.
This phase will again consist
of trooper's collecting data
through speed detection without ,enforcement. A comparative analysis will be conducted to determine the effectiveness of the "High Visibility
Enforcement" actions.
The education and safety of

Kentucky's future drivers is
clearly a responsibility for the
Kentucky State Police.
In
2005 elementary age kids. age
6-12. were involved in a total
of 7,933 vehicle collisions.
1,879 of which resulted in
injuries and account for 21 of
the 985 persons killed.
Kentucky State Police Post
One personnel want to remind
drivers traveling through school
zones to reduce your speed
during the appropriate times and
always buckle your seat belt.
State Law also requires driv ers to place children 40 inches or less in an approved child
restraint seat.

Photo provided

LOCAL
OFFICIAL
BENEFITS
FROM
ACADEMY: More than 300
officials from throughout
Kentucky recently attended
City Official Academies in
Bowling
Green
and
Lexington sponsored by the
Kentucky League of Cities.
Local officials including Hazel Mayor Kerry L.
Vasseur attended the Jan.
24-26 Lexington event.
"The academies provided
new and seasoned official
with information to benefit
their communities," said
From Front
Sylvia L. Lovely, Executive
The proposed amendment Director/CEO
of
the
cleared the committee and heads ! Kentucky League of Cities.
to the full House for consideration. If approved by the General it was exciting to see these
proactive leaders all togethAssembly. the matter would go
before Kentucky voters in the er exchanging ideas and
solutions."
2008 general election.
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Deadly fire
investigated

Northeastern Kentucky highways
slick from icy weather
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Board Certified Family Nurse Practitioners
Providing carefor ages 12 and over

Providing services for:

Karen Balky, ARNP

•Preventive Health Care
•Mute and Chronic Illness
• Women & Men's Health Screening
• Sports, School and DOT Physicals

Jennifer Ca e, A NP

•Karen and Jennifer have over 25 years of combined experience caring
for patients in Murray, Ky.
• They are Board certified to treat patients and write Fescriptions

eagle & Bailey

I

NOW OPEN!
Walk-Ins Welcome

Adult Health

gip

To schedule
appointments call:

270.753.4616

Medical Arts Building • Suite 109 East • 300 South 8th St.• Murray,KY
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Becoming
Real
to stand before a class full of
It is
students, st tine t it whom are eager to learn and some of
whom lir it so eager There is something very! inspirational
„shout an earnest ,,e,,lft'h for truth. Students don't want to
plav ,lialades they don't want to just go through the
ant to learn, most of them, and they want
motions
c‘pet let). e real its in the classroom. An honest search for
I he Real Thing" is what we are after.
e. teachers and students alike, are tired
of masquerading. We strive for the real,
the genuine. not a cheap imitation.
A. a teacher. it is a constant struggle
for me to shrug off the mask with which I
attempt to Loser m%!. inadequacies, to reveal
my true sell to students, colleagues, and
esti' members of my family. Why should
this he such a struggle' Why is it a
Home and struggle to he Real.'
'Margery Williams centers on the process
Away
!I becoming Real in -11-te Velveteen RabBy James
bit.- one of my family's favorite children's
Duane Bohn
Ledger & Times stories As is true of the very hest chtl..hen's stones t(' S. Lewis's "The (Iron'Columnist
.les of Narma" and Kenneth Graham's
the Wind in the Willows" and E. B.
lute s
lotte's Web" come unniediately to mind) the
int4hei ii lather who faithfully reads the stories to the
daughter it SOH is rewarded as richly as the child. In our
Lundy. Esely n has been the real teacher, the one who has
heen so 1k fits fey. MAIN] in that V‘ .
III 1 he Vets eteen Rabbit," a cons ersation between the
',km lit q.e and the Rabbit is really about the moral and
theoloyik al problem of becoming the person that we are
meant to he 111 the compans of those that we lose the most:
I lie Skin Horse had liv eu Ii titger in the nursery than any
it the
Ile sv as 141
that his brown coat was bald
ta Irak lies and showed the seams underneath, and most of
the huts in his tail had been pulled out to string bead neck as
He was wise tot he had seen .1 long succession of
hatti...11 toy s amt..: to boast and swagger. and by -and-by
break their mainstrings and pass ass ay. and he knew that
the's stole only toy s, and sy mild nes er 11.1111 into anything
else
I ot nursery magic is 'sets strange and wonderful, and
ords those plas things that ,ire old ,ind wise and experienced
like the Skin Horse understand all about it
"V* hat 1. REAL
asked the Rabbit one day. when they
'. etc Is tog side bs side near the nursery fender, before Nana
-1),!,e, ii tiie,iii has mg things that
-tine to lids the room
btu/ instde sou and a sai.k out handle
'Real isn't how s..ui are inade." said the Skin Horse
• Ir Ll thing that 11.appcIls i. 1tH1 IA hen a child loses you
ith. hut REALLY
tot d long long time. not Ilis1 h pia
sou, then vuiii hc,0111C Red "
los
Does ii hurt '" asked the Rabbit
`sometimes said the 'skin Horse_ for he was alway s
toolittil
V4 hen sou .111: Real sou don P ritind being hurt,'•
ir happen all at once, like being wound up." he
asked.
hit hs hit ..•
Ii •I• e .41 happen all ,it
e," said the Skin Horse.
Nr ou,
one
rhat's why it doesn't
It takes a long time
h.tf tt tu t people vs ho !break easily. or have sharp
be ...irefully kept. Generally, by the
!,•1!;,•
is h.,
is ire Real most ot 'sum hair has been loved off.
;rm.ditd
.• s
drop out and you get loose in the pints and
don't matter at all, because
Real sin iii t he ugly, except to people who
Ii h t !did. r,r.c.•1
!
,ire Real sou ear0 become unreal again.
t -t dlys.ry • •
o
's,11 .• ,,.s r ,'0..t smili the ones that lose you and are loved
b's•,! !I t,!. !!•, Real is 55t.4-01 the wear and tear anti hurt of
the et •tt
the same an he said tor the teacher/student ii it'.." ottl• Vi hat a liberating concept
. to drop
the II
ttkok nut wadi and use and behave genuinely
Ite.outtft.• Reit I'u-nJi.qr sik h a ... oncept wouldn't work for
aotty. • ti
tans html "shin about teachers'
And hut .ittel ill kis• families tor"
I hi:

$A

In it for the long haul
WASHINGTON (AP) — A lesson of
history hangs over debate on President
Bush's troop buildup in Iraq: Once a
U.S. presence is established overseas, it
often lasts a very long time. Look at
South Korea, Germany and Japan: U.S.
troops are still there more than a half
century later.
Short of being kicked out by the
Iraqi government or having funds cut
off by Congress, U.S. forces seem likely to be in for a long stay.
Bush has said flatly that U.S. troops
will still be in Iraq when his term
ends in January 2009 and that his successor will inherit the conflict. Few disagree, despite talk among some Democrats in Congress and on the campaign
trail of withdrawals and exit timetables.
The House on Tuesday began debating a nonbinding resolution expressing
disapproval of Iraq policy, a week after
Republicans blocked a similar measure
in the Senate. "There is no end in
sight," under Bush's present strategy,
said House Speaker Nancy Pelosi.
Bush's goal has been, in a widely
used administration phrase, "for U.S.
troops to stand down as Iraqi troops
stand up," with the Iraqi government
fully taking over at some unspecified
time. His increase of 21,500 troops is
supposed to hasten that day.
But when? Neither the White House
nor senior congressional Republicans
can say.
"I don't know anyone can give you
an informed answer," said Sen. John
Warner, R-Va., a former Navy secretary
who fought in the Korean War as a
Marine.
Warner doesn't believe, however, that
there is a parallel "at this time" with
the long U.S. experience in South
Korea. He said he agreed with the
president's assertion that it was not in
U.S_. regional or world interest "to let
this government collapse and fail."
White House spokesman Tony Snow
said it would be "presumptuous" to try

to look too far. "We do look down the
road .., but there is vast amount of
uncertainty from one month to the next,
let alone one year to the next."
Optimists cite other postwar stabilization forces. Pessimists cite Vietnam.
Vietnam is not a place where U.S.
forces remain, to be sure. But getting
out took a long time. President JohnSon, stunned by anti-war candidate
Eugene McCarthy's strong primary-season showing, announced in early 1968
he wouldn't run for re-election.
Richard Nixon was elected later that
year on a platform that included ending
the war. But it was not until January
1973 that the Paris Peace Accords officially halted U.S. combat action. Even
then, an American presence remained
until the Saigon government fell in
April 1975.
Asked how long the U.S. might
remain in Iraq, Rep. CA'. Bill Young
of Florida, the ranking Republican on a
House panel overseeing military spending, responded with his own question:
"How long were we in Bosnia? We
didn't have anywhere near the problems
in Bosnia that we had in Iraq, and we
just last year came out of Bosnia."
Then-President Clinton declared in
early 1996 — shortly after a U.S. brothat Amerikered peace agreement
can forces would stay in Bosnia just
one year. So much for setting timetables.
American forces are deployed in
roughly 130 countries around the world,
performing a variety of duties from
combat to peacekeeping to training foreign militaries, according to GlobalSecurity.org, a defense-oriented think tank.
There are about 141,000 U.S. troops in
Iraq and 27,000 in Afghanistan, the
Pentagon said Tuesday.
"One could see reasons to have
30,000 to 50,000 troops that would
continue to serve as a backup force for
the Iraqis — if the situation stabilized
and Iraq remained united,- said P.J.

Crowley, an official
with both the National
Security Council and
Pentagon in the Clinton administration.
In South Korea,
about 29,5(1) U.S.
troops are stationed as
a deterrent against the
communist North, but
that number is to
decline to 24,5(X) by
Washington
2008 as part of the
Today
Pentagon's worldwide
By Tom Raum
realignment of its
Associated
forces. The two Koreas
Press Writer
remain technically at
war since the 1950-53
Korean War ended in a
cease-fire, not a peace treaty.
In the latest wrinkle, a multiparty.
disarmament pact was announced Tuesday in which North Korea agreed to
halt its nuclear programs in exchange
for oil. The deal was seen as a major
foreign-policy breakthrough for the
administration.
Kurt Campbell. a former Asia specialist at the Pentagon. sees big differences between Iraq and South Korea.
"Essentially, despite an occasional antiAmerican upheaval, South Korea has
always been a stable and relatively
welcoming environment for U.S. forces
and their families." Not so Iraq.
Sen, John McCain, R-Ariz., said it
"could be many years" before the U.S.
leaves Iraq. "But the key is not troop
presence. The key is troop casualties."
He said that while U.S. troops have
been in Korea for more than 50 years.
"No one minds because they're not in
combat, they're not being killed"
Tim Raton has covered notional and
international affairs /or The 4',sociated
Press since /973.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Associated Press
writer Anne Flaherty contributed to this
report.
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CoNe
OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
I write to update all concerned about the Tericka Dye
case which has concluded. After
the Reidland SBDM Council
and Superintendent Heller
denied Tericka another nontenured teaching contract, she
left to accept a teaching offer
in another state.
In this case. I fought for a
client and for the cause of forgiveness. particularly where the
offending acts are legal and
remote in time. Not only did
we lose an excellent teacher
and neighbor, we lost an opportunity to teach a valuable life
lesson to our young people.
Perhaps the following poem,
author unknown, says it best:
I was shocked, confused,
bewildered as I entered Heaven's door,
not by the beauty of it all,
nor the lights or its decor:
But it was the folks in Heaven who made me spuner and
gasp,
the thieves, the liars, the
sinners, the alcoholics, the trash
There stood the kid from
seventh grade who swiped my
;unch money twice. Next to
him was my old neighbor who
never said anything nice.
Herb. who I always thought
was rotting away in hell,
was sitting pretty on cloud
nine, looking incredibly well.
I nudged Jesus, 'What's the
deal? I would love to hear
Your take.
How'd all these sinners get
up here? God must've made a
practate".

And why's everyone so
quiet, so somber? Give me a
clue."
"Hush, child." said He.
"they're all in shock No one
thought they'd be seeing you."
Judge NOT.
Sincerely.
C. Mark Blankenship
Murray. Ky.
To the Editor,
I have never written to
you before but after reading
the letter by Mr. Buchanan
in Thursday's paper I feel I
must.
I think that although this
man has written to the President, I doubt that Mr. Bush
has time to "correspond"
with him. War has divided
this nation just as all wars
have, but sometimes people
have to make a stand.
Should we have waited
for Sadaain to get the bomb?
They were trying to develop
one when Israel took out
their reactor years ago. Many
have forgotten that when we
went into Iraq we found the
centrifuges buried in the
backyards of Iraqi scientists.
I doubt that they were baking brownies in them,
Even though we did not
find a bomb there you can
almost be sure the res of the
equipment to make them
went to Syria and possibly
Iran.
It is true that we have
lost more than 3,000 soldiers
there and it is also true that
we lost about that many

civilians in New York in just
one day! If we do not take
a stand against these tyrants
the next time the body count
will be much worse. In fact
if a nuclear device makes it
here there will be too many
bodies to count.
We have won the war in
Iraq. It is the occupation that
we are doing poorly at. At
least the fighting and may-

hem is over there and not
here. It looks like Iran is
going to be next and if
that's what it takes to secure
this country
so he it.
do not have a fancy
Captain Ahab analogy and I
do not have my head in thc
sand either.
Harold Stephenson
.Nlmo,

49 LETTERS POLICY
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editorOmurrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.
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A graveside service for Mn.Tommie Orr will be Friday at 2 p.m.
at the Walker Cemetery in Henry County, Tenn. Rev. Terry Wilson
will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Clint Paschall,
Rusts Orr. Jamie On, Mark Hemphill, lillnan
Paschall and George Ligon. Honorary pallbearers will be Charles Paschall, Morris Jenkins,
Roy Paschall, Rickie Orr, Kenny Jenkins, Danny
Zuckscherit, deacons of North Fork Baptist
Church, Clarence Paschall, Ray Paschall and
Gervis Paschall.
Visitation will be at Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
On
Hazel Relay for Life, do Pat Latimer, P.O. Box
1080, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Mrs. Orr, 92, Murray, formerly of Henry County. Tenn., died
Tuesday. Feb. 13, 2007, at 6:45 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
She was a member of North Fork Baptist Church.
Her husband, Herbert On; three sisters, Beatrice Romey, Seattle
Hemphill and Delight Cannon; and three brothers, Bob Jumey, Jim
Jumey and Dick Jumey, all preceded her in death. Born June 26,
1914, she was the daughter of the late Wrather Jumey and Ora Wade
Jumey.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Linda Harding, one granddaughter, Mrs. Kathy Ligon and husband, George, and one greatgranddaughter, Kaylee Ligon, all of Murray; great-nephew, Mark
Hemphill, Paris, Tenn.; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Gladys Jumey,
Illinois, and Mrs. Alberta Jumey, Jacksonville, Fla.
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Winter storm batters Northeast;
hindering travel, closing schools

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) Stinging sleet and snow coated
windshields and streets early
this morning as a winter blast
roared out of the Midwest and
swept into the Northeast as a
Valentine's Day blizzard.
Most of upstate New York
reported several inches of new
snow on the ground this morning, with 10 inches reported
alone in Owego, on the
Pennsylvania line. Schools in
Albany, Syracuse, Rochester
and Buffalo were closed.
The snowstorm presented
unique problems for florists trying to deliver Valentine's Day
flowers. Delivery truck drivers
had to contend with messy roads
and then had to navigate snowbanks and slippery sidewalks on
foot while carrying expensive
arrangements.
The
National
Weather
Service predicted accumulations
Mrs. Francisca (Frances) Ross
The funeral for Mrs. Francisca (Frances) Ross will be Thursday between 8 and 30 inches for
at noon at St. Leo Catholic Church. Fr. Mike Williams will officiate. areas around New York, with
some locales to receive as much
Burial will follow in the St. Henry Cemetery, Aurora.
Visitation will be from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Wednesday) at J.H. as 3 feet. The storm system was
AP
Churchill Funeral Home and from 8:30 a.m. to noon Thursday at St. blamed for at least one death in
Karen Saniel-Baniey, left, and Constance Belna battle snow and wind to get to a bus stop this
Leo Catholic Church. Prayers will be said at the funeral home at Ohio.
Right delays and cancella- morning in Columbus, Ohio. Layers of ice and snow that covered the state made driving
7:30 tonight.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Leo Catholic Parish tions were announced at Albany treacherous and kept much of the state at home for a second day.
International
Airport.
School of Religion, 401 North 12th St.,..Murray, Ky., 42071.
Mrs. Ross, 79, Roosevelt Road, Dexter, died Monday. Feb. 12. Temperatures were expected to
several college campuses. Wednesday. In Indiana, Purdue
rise above the teens in most
2007, at 5:35 a.m. at her home.
including Ohio State. and University officials canceled
A homemaker,she was a member of St. Leo Catholic Church and areas, with high winds driving
Cleveland Municipal Court was some classes, while most flights
Snow,ice and strong wind have
of Legion of Mary. She had worked for 40 years at St. Leo Parish the wind-chill below zero.
prompted storm watches and
closed. In Columbus. supervi- out of Indianapolis International
warnings across the Midwest
Van
Kereun,
Peter
School of Religion and was the recipient of the Sophia Award in
canceled
were
sors were told they could allow Airport
and Northeast.
1998 for her contributions to St. Leo Church. She was a volunteer spokesman for the state
nonessential employees to Wednesday. About 4,173 Duke
I.Blizzard conditions
for all Calloway County Schools(PTA); a longtime volunteer at the Department of Transportation,
report to work two hours late.
Energy customers remained
Significant ice accumulation
former National Boy Scout Museum in Murray; and an avid sup- advised people to stay home if
In Illinois, up to nearly 16 without power early Wednesday
porter of the Calloway County girls basketball teams.
they didn't have to go out.
-:\.\ Rain/snow mix
inches of snow was recorded
The Indiana National Guard
Preceding her in death were one sister, Sarah Consorti; one
Connecticut officials closed
Tuesday in parts of Springfield was opening armories in over a
Inches of snow through
grandchild, Jacob Schroader; and one great-grandchild, Mark Bradley International Airport
7 p.m. Wednesday
and at least 12 inches in dozen northern Indiana commuZacharko. Born Nov. 29, 1927,in Detroit. Mich.,she was the daugh- and all 632 state plows were
Champaign - with winds gust- nities for travelers seeking shelter of the late Giuseppi Fricia and Maria Tringali Fricia.
0 5 10 15 20 25
scraping down highways and
ter. The 7.4 inches of snowfall
ing to 40 mph or higher.
Survivors include her husband. Robert Ross, to whom she was putting down salt as sleet and
-ICs very dangerous, and Tuesday in Indianapolis set a
Wed.
7
p.m.
married May 12, 1951, in Highland Park, Mich.; four daughters, freezing rain lashed the state. Up
drivers should not be out in record for the date.
Mrs. Nancy Faulkner and husband, David, Benton, Mrs. Ann L. to a foot was expected.
Communities in northern
these conditions unless you
Shank and husband. Jack, Cambridge City, Ind., Mrs. Rose Elder
The weather service issued a
absolutely have to," said Mike Pennsylvania were expecting
and husband, Bill. Murray, and Mrs. Connie Sue Arnold and hus- blizzard
warning
for
Claffey
of
the
Illinois more than 12 inches of snow
band. Brian, Douglasville, Ga.; six sons, Pat Ross and wife, Molly, Massachusetts' four western41.
..‘1
11 111"'
before the storm clears out
Department of Transportation.
Bobby Ross and wife, Laurie, Joe Ross and fiancé, Dianna most counties early Wednesday,
Wed.
Two major airlines-United Wednesday. Pittsburgh got its
Reynolds, and Tommy Ross and wife, Melissa, all of Dexter, Tim with snowfall rates that could
'Tues.7 p.m.
7 a.m.
and American-canceled up to first blast from the storm late
Ross and wife, Susan, Benton, and Michael John Ross, Paducah; exceed 2 inches par. Lour and
laalf their this morning at Tuesday morning as about 2 112
All times EST
one sister. Mrs. Connie Oliver, Shelby Township, Mich; one broth- wind gusts Up-to 40 mph.
Chicago's O'Hare International inches of snow forced schools
er, Joseph Fricia, Michigan; 22 grandchildren; 15 great-grandchilAl'
In Ohio, the winter blast was SOURCE Weather Underground
throughout the region to close.
Airport.
including
Carolyn
Geurin,
nieces
and
nephews
dren; several
blamed for the death of a 9-yearcity
aviation
The Pittsburgh Zoo and PPG
Wendy
Abrams,
Paducah.
old girl struck by a falling tree meaning they'll be required to department spokeswoman, cau- Aquarium shut down, too, and
limb and the State Highway make up the days.
tioned all travelers to expect officials there weren't planning
Mrs. Lillie G. Powers
Classes also were canceled at
patrol was investigating the
delays and cancelations through to reopen until Thursday
Mrs. Lillie G. Powers, 65, Owensboro, died Sunday. Feb. 11,
death of a man who was driving
2(X)7. at Deaconess Hospital. Evansville, Ind.
a tractor-trailer when it ran off
She was of Catholic faith.
into a ditch and hit
Preceding her in death were her husband, Sgt. Robert Gregory the road and
tree.
a
Powers on Feb. 16. 1971; two sons, J. Gregory Powers on Jan. 22.
Sheriff's offices in several
2007, and Christopher Scott Powers; and one brother, Raymond
west,
northwest and north cenCounty,
she
was
the
daughPayne. Born Feb. 22, 1941, in Daviess
tral Ohio counties closed roads
ter of the late Adrian Payne and Ruth Morris Payne.
Survivors include two sons, Robert Anthony Powers and Samuel to all but emergency workers
Powers, and two daughters, Jamie Santos and .Amy Elliott. all of Wednesday morning, many
Owensboro; five sisters, Mrs. Trudy Hickey and husband, Eddie, extending bans that began
Oak Harbor, Wash., her twin. Mrs. Jane Blackbume and husband, Tuesday; anyone else caught
Ken. Columbia, Tenn., Mrs. Doris Johnson and husband, Norman, driving could be arrested.
Are you paying too much for your
More than 52,000 Duke
Owensboro. Mrs. Carolyn Lopes and husband, Richard, Newton,
customers
remained
Energy
Mass.. and Mrs. Mary Barnett and husband, Emen,Whitesville; four
Medicare Supplement policy?
brothers, Tomm Payne, Mobile, Ala., Joe Payne and wife, Minnie. without power early Wednesday
Knottsville, Adrian (Ai.) Payne. Bardstown, and Chris Payne and in the Cincinnati area and
wife. Pam. Philpot; sister-in-law, Mrs. Theresa Marie Clark. FirstEnergy Corp. reported scatDo you want the freedom to choose
Murray: 12 grandchildren; four great-grandchildren; several nieces tered outages in northern Ohio.
your doctors and hospitals?
Thousands also had been
and nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at noon at St. Anthony Catholic plunged in the dark Tuesday in
There's a health care plan that gives you the benefits
Church, Owensboro. Burial will follow in the Resurrection central Ohio.
you've always wanted. Today's Options' is a
Cemetery. Owensboro. Visitation will be at James S. Davis Funeral
Schools across the state
Medicare Advantage Private Fee-for-Service Plan
Home & Crematory. Owensboro, from 3 to 8 p.m. today remained closed Wednesday for
from Pyramid Life.
Wednesday and after 10 a.m. Thursday. Prayers will be said today a second day, many exceeding
at 5 p.m. Online messages of condolence may be made at the five days allowed for bad
Imagine all these benefits in one plan:
www.davisfuneralhome.com.
weather or other emergencies.
• Lower monthly premiums*
• Nationwide coverage
• Virtually no paperwork
• Freedom to choose your doctors and other
providers without a referral
• Emergency and urgent care worldwide
m
Investments Since 1854
lienelicianes must continue to pay their Medicare Part B premium

Eastbound storm

Good Newsfor
Medicare Enrollees.
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Dow Jones Ind. Avg.-12713.1 +58.3
Air Products .-----76.69 + 0.41
AT&T,Inc.---_____-37.44 + 0.25
43.86 + 0.26
BB&T
Briggs & Stratton ----.3036 + 039
Bristol Myers Squibb ...-27.89 + 0.30
......65.77 + 1.04
Caterpillar
Cho roll TellICO Corp-72.70 +11.39
Daimkr Chrysler --6714•2.0
- 0.03
Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil ._....-75.64 + 0,19
+ 0.17
Ford Motor
+ 031
General Electric
General Motors---......36.57 + 0.22
GlatioSasitklaine ADR -.58.36•1.10
-50.14 + 0.04
Goodrich
Ze 83 + 0.29
Goodyear
-15.86
B I6.10 A
Raged Bade
9&51
•0.22
IBM

tau ifie pat
comoritt'recommit,

71 19 + 0.29
26.14 + 0.32
Kreger
Mattel............__.........26.45 + 0.03
McDonaids --------.44.87 • 0.03
+ 0.12
Merck
+ 0.29
Microsoft
J.C. Penney --.-......84.30 + 0.96
Peptic°, loc--...................63.81 .0.00
+ 0.14
Pfizer. Inc.
Region Financial ---37.38 + 0.05
.0.06
Scherhig-Plough
Sears Holding Corp ......I82.77 + 0.82
+ 0.09
Time Warner
US Bancorp -----.............36.25- 030
UST
- 0.3
WellProint Inc
•004.
Wal-Mart

Intel
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Financial Consultants (L-14)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square 1 Murray. KY 42071
270 753 3366 I 800-444 1854
How,: 5:00 A 7. L:(3.0
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To learn more about Today's Options'
from Pyramid Life, contact your local
sales representative:

Ron Sallin
Murray, KY
Phone 759-1565
Cell 210-2533
Toll Free 1-877-281-1528
Today's Optionssm from Pyramid Life.
Freedom to see who you want for your health care needs.'
Pyramid Life Insurance Company is an insurance
company with a Medicare Advantage contract to offer
a private fee-for-service plan, available to anyone
enrolled in Part B and entitled to Part A Medicare
through age or disability who lives in the service area
and continues to pay any applicable Medicare
premiums. Pyramid Life Insurance Company and its
agents are not connected in any way with the federal
or state government or Medicare.
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COMMUNITY
East Elementary School plans
'Literacy Night' Thursday

McKnight
selected as
'All-American
Scholar'
Ittil %l.Knight. a treshman at Calloway County High
hs Nal. has been +cies test by
the I Fined States Ss.fisdar Program as an All Amen.an
ss.holar- award winner
M.Knight was also named
as an ntathetnatit.• w rimer in
all aft:as a ith normaimons made
rs+ her teas. her. 1.1.4 I IJITIsim
She has reser+ ed acadernk awards been on the A honor
II eeis semester, a member
it I I '/14 lIA, Beta Cub and
u. CoUnly 1tille hall
r.

Photo provided
Dining Out"
When
Right
FRIENDSHIP MEETING: Anita Heath presented a lesson on "Eating
County
Calloway
the
at
held
Club
rs
at the January meeting of the Friendship Homemake
The club meets
bracelets.
Valentine
making
in
group
led
the
Winters
Vinita
Extension office.
For information call
the last Tuesday of each month at 7 p.m. and new members are welcome.

Wall]

%is Knight is the slauvhier
it Dew as lie anti Jaunt

436-5216.

Linen recycling effort for
'Make A Difference Day'
all kwrit) Disaster Planners having a sate shelter for
persons, to escape to before,
during. and after a disaster is
a common concern. When shelter's are arranged and announced
as sate shelters certain criteria
IS followed to establish these
home away from home shelters. A communication line is
established so that when the
shelters are needed and opened
up tor the public they can
begin accepting those persons
who MC seeking shelter in a
it

Emily McKnight

(MR' Ot need

Calloway County Chapter of
Nmerican Red Cross has
approximately 19 shelters estab-

the Lommunity. More
shelters are being sought to
cover the rural communities
who can be utilized when needed. These various shelters can
collectively accommodate 1500
persons
Not only are more shelters
needed, but supplying these
safe shelters with clean linens
such as sheets, blankets, pillows as well as other necessities become an on going project. The Calloway County.
Chapter of American Red Cross
and the Retired and Senior
Volunteer Program have established a collective agreement
to assist each other in the enonlished III

East Calloway Elementary School will
have a "Literacy Night" on Thursday from
5 to 7 p.m. at the school, located at 1169
Pottertown Rd., Murray.
Food will be served from 5 to 6 p.m.
and booths and rooms will be open from
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. Booths will include for
dental health, drugs and alcohol abuse
Information prevention, nutrition and DikeTen Awareness.
Door prizes will be given.
Jo's
Crouch, principal, invites the pubDatebook lic Kathy
attend
to
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Glory Bound event Friday
Editor
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall
of Goshen United Methodist Church, located at 4726 Ky. 121
North at Stella. Featured this week will be The Liberty Boys
Quartet and Echoes from Calvary. There is no admission charge,
but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124
or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

Reformers Unanimous to meet

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.
51

nous task (i1 collecting these
linens at the March 24 "Make
a Difference Day'. at Murray
Stewart Stadium. A drop-off
point will be designated to collect linens and bedding for the
express purpose of distribution
to shelters in our area.
The linens do not have to
be new, hut should be clean.
What better way to "Make a
Difference" than to recycle
linens for disaster shelters in
our community.
For more information contact: Calloway County RSVP
C'oordinator, Venita Loranger
at 759-5653 or American Red
Cross at 753-1421.

Shriners sponsor Bingo

Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Fnday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Amputee Support Group will meet

Amputee Support Group meeting will be Thursday at 6:30
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital Marshall Nemer Pavilion, Doug Borders community room. Paducah. Dr. H. Daniel Babenco will
speak about "Treatment of Phantom Pain." For more information call Terri Ross at 270-488-3020 or e-mail tross@brtc.net
or Kim Cosby at 270-965-3181 or e-mail km_cosby@yahoo.com.

Birth
Announcement
Landon Ray
Roach
Kory A. Roach and Ashley
N. Waggoner of Center Ridge
Road, Murray. are the parents
of a son. Landon Ray Roach,
born on Sunday, Feb. 4, 2007,
at 11:33 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
2 ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches.
Grandparents are Barbara
Times
&
ger
TRAVIS/Led
GREG
of Kirksey, Danny
Manning
NORTH ACCELERATED READERS: The top Accelerated Manning of Mayfield, and
are:
y
e‘iciers for the second nine weeks at North Elementar
Tammy Thomas and Terry Lasfront, from left) Cole Houston, Dustin Guidry (back. from left) siter of Hazel.
Andon Fike, James Harrison and Ashtynn Herrington.

coaties
fora
great cause"

TOPS to meet Thursday

Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
The meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732.
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Thanks
We would like to thank First Baptist Church Women's
group for supplying our residents with homemade
goodies for Valentine's Day. I also would like to thank
the Potpourri Homemakers for making
valentines for each of our residents.
'tour kindness is very much appreciated.
Vaieruirw's fltr lovers and for friends
.411 my low goes out to you this day'
Low is something different from desire
Even silent, peaceful as the sky
Nor is love interested in means or ends
Their are n, selfish needs that it must weigh
Instead, love's plenitude itself inspires.
Needing neither cause nor reason why
Each day my thoughts enchanted with you lie

MUSIC & LYRICS
7:05 p.m. & 9:15 p.m.

MCCSA registration in progressSoccer Asso-

Registration for the Murray Calloway County
ciation spring season will be at the Calloway County Public
Library, 710 Main St. Registration will be Thursday from 5 to
8 p.m. The season will start March 3 and end May 20.

Relay for Life plans fundraiser

FOR ALL SHOWTIMES
PLEASE CALL

753-3314 OR
753.8084
OR GO TO THE CHERI WEBSITE

moviniasorroy.cor
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The Murray Bank Relay for Life Team is holding a Valentine's Day Bake Sale today at the bank's main office at 405
South 12th St., Murray.
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Health Express lists stops

A

'Doctor with a Heart Day' planned

of
lex
Le
Su
of
33

'Sew-A-Thon' will continue

/f7
As
Cc
Is
Ar

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer lipid profiles as well as blood pressure and pulse checks
on Thursday from 7 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m. at
Food Giant, Bel-Air Shopping Center, Murray.
"Doctor with a Heart Day" will be Thursday at Heskett
Chiropractic Center, 1703 Ky. 121 North Bypass. All services
will be complimentary on that day for a donation of two bags
of non-perishable groceries for Need Line. Persons are asked
to make an appointment by calling the office at 759-1116.
The "Sew-A-Thon" will continue in the upstairs area of the
Christian Life Center of First United Methodist Church on
Thursday and Friday from 9 a.m. to 3 p .m. This is for women
to sew at church or home or cut out garments. These will be
dresses and shorts for members of the Mission Team to give
to children in Nicaragua. For more information call Peggy
Myers at 753-5747 or the church office at 753-3812.

Sirloin Stockade, Murray. The club is open to anyone with an
interest in antique automobiles and visitors are always welcome. For more information contact Howard Brandon at 7534389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Hazel Woman's Club will meet

Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
Hazel Community Center. Lucretia Veazey will speak about"Audilogy." Janice Wilkinson and Pat Latimer will be hostesses.

Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet Thursday at 5:30 in the classroom of Murray-Callloway County Hospital Center for Health & Wellness. The program on "Stroke
is an Emergency!" will be presented by Dr. Chris Poor, physician in the emergency room of the hospital. For information
contact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Home Department will meet

"STARTS FRI. 2/16"
GHOST RIDER
BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA

of

Clothes Closet at Lighthouse Missionary Baptist Church is
open every Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information call 437-4588.

Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet

"STARTS TODAY"

CI
of

Lighthouse Clothes Closet open

Twin Lakes car club will meet Thursday
Support your local
Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of America
GirlScouts! 10 will have its monthly dinner meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. at
145515.1

ta

Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the club house. Hostesses will be Sandy
°merman. Betty Jerge and Lynda Cooper.

AS101 Weilllsru
If your church will hold Ash Wednesday
Services please let us know by e-mailing us at:
editor@murrayledger.com
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AM VETS Auxiliary plans
activities at monthly meeting

Cnyayezneni

BUCHANAN, Term. —
AM VETS Auxiliary No.45 held
its February meeting at the
lodge building.
February is Scholarship
month for the auxiliary. A check
for $300 was presented to Tina
Bledsoe of Henry County, a
student at Tennessee Technical
Center, Paris, Term., studying
business administration. She is
the daughter of member, Sarah
Wofford.
First Vice Jane
McCuiston presented the award
to Bledsoe.
A correspondence from Kris
Berra, the Tennessee department
scholarship officer encouraged
the auxiliary to apply for state
and national awards. Additionally, Ken Byford, Department
of Tennessee second vice commander, gave a presentation of
several scholarships available
through the AMVET organization on all levels.
Nancy Byford, hospital chair.
gave final details for the Valentine dinner held Feb 10 and
asked for volunteers to help with
decorating and serving. This
event was a primary fundraiser for this programto benefit
St Jude's Children's Research
Hospital and the Humboldt Veterans Home.
Kathy Suffern, community
service, related that she is planning a 50's party/dance for
March 24 to be a multi purpose event, a fundraiser promoting her program, and bring-
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Mr. and Mrs. Dale A. Williams

Wood and Lund

Mr. and Mrs. Dale A. Williams of Benton will observe their
The engagement and forthcoming marriage of Courtney Robin
50th wedding anniversary on Friday. Feb. 16, 2007.
A surprise reception will be Saturday, Feb. 17, 2007, from Wood of Chattanooga, Tenn., and Dr. Peter John Lund of Martin, Tenn., is being announced today.
1 to 4 p.m. at the Dexter Community Center, Dexter.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert WilAll relatives and friends are invited. Only out-of-town inviford (Robin) Wood Jr. of Union City, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs.
tations were sent.
Mr. and Mrs. Williams were married Feb. 16, 1957, at Steven Newlin of Chattanooga.She is the granddaughter of
Chestnut Street Tabernacle, Murray. The late Rev. Terry [Winger Robert Wilford Wood Sr. and the late Ann Elisabeth (Betty)
officiated. Best man was the late Jerry Ross and bridesmaid (Burdick) Wood of Union City and the late Mr. and Mrs. Jo
Frank Provow of Tiptonville, Tenn. She is the great-grandwas Ethalene Henry.
daughter
of Mrs. Frank McClure of Mayfield, Ky
Mrs. Williams, the former Marilyn Culver, is the daughter
The groom-elect is the son of Gwendolyn Lund of New
of the late John Culver and Vena Darnall Culver.
Mr. Williams is the son of the late George Williams and Orleans. La., and Daniel Lund of Mandediville, La. He is the
grandson of the late John and Freida Thomas of New Orleans
Florence Staley Williams.
MAYFIELD, Ky. — An allThey have one daughter, Mrs. Sherry Bruce and husband, and the late Maxfield and Isabelle Lund of Bay St. Louis, expense paid trip to WashingRobin, of Mayfield; two sons, Allen Williams and wife, San- Miss.
ton. D.C., will be awarded to
Miss Wood received her bachelor of science degree in orgadra, and Derrick Williams and wife. Christy, all of Benton.
two high school juniors by
Mr. and Mrs. Williams have five grandchildren, three step- nizational communication from Murray State University in 2004. West Kentucky Rural Electric
grandchildren; five great-grandchildren and six stepgreat-grand- She is a special event coordinator for Hamilton Place Mall Cooperative Corporation.
and the sales manager for Belk, both in Chattanooga.
children.
The winners will participate
Dr. Lund graduated with his bachelor of science degree in
in the 2007 Washington Youth
biology in 1986 from Tulane University in New Orleans. He
Tour Program, June 8-15, sponearned his MD from Tulane Medical School in 1990. He comsored by West Kentucky RECC,
pleted his orthopedic surgery residency at Tulane University in
the Kentucky Association of
1995 and Hand Surgery Fellowship at the University of MisElectric Cooperatives and the
sissippi Medical Center in Jackson in 1996. He currently pracNational Rural Electric Cooptices orthopedic surgery at the Surgical Associates Clinic in
erative Association.
MARION, Ill. — The Mar- poetry, drawing, leatherwork Martin.
Scheduled activities include
ion Veterans Administration craft., quilt, photograpy, paintThe couple will be married Saturday, Feb. 17, 2007 at 6
tours of Monticello, the home
ings ,qtr woodwork.
Health gate. System tIffiA
p.m. at First Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Chattanooga. of Thomas Jefferson, the U.S.
an art show on Saturday, March
Veterans who would like to Music will begin at 5:30 p.m.
Capitol, Arlington National
10, for local veteran artists in submit their entries, contact
A reception will immediately follow the ceremony at The
Cemetery and the Tomb of the
the area.
the Community Affairs Office Sheraton Read House in downtown Chattanooga.
Unknowns, the Library of ConThe show has no entry costs for an entry form by Feb. 28
and is free to the public.
by calling 1-618-993-4121 or
Veterans receiving care with toll free 1-866-289-3300, ext.
iflaqiitia/utd\
the VA are invited to enter, 5-412.
teAidai ColipiA4

High school juniors could
win 'free' trip to Washington

Creative Arts Festival
scheduled in March

American Legion Post 73
Oratorical contest Sunday
American Legion Post #73
of Murray will host the Area
level of the 2007 American
Legion Oratorical Contest on
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Knights
of Columbus hall, located at
332 Squire Rd., Murray
Calloway County and Post
#73 will be represented by
Ashley Winkler of Calloway
County High School. Ashley
is the daughter of Scott and
Angie Winkler of Murray. She

is a member of the Calloway
County High School speech
team coached by Michael
Robinson.
The members of American
Legion Post #73 invite the public to attend this event and
hear outstanding youth speak
about the "Constitution of the
United States." Anyone with
questions can contact Mark
Kennedy at 752-3333.

rsday

America
p.m. at
with an
tys welat 753-

Applications are now available for the Janie Story Memonal-Hazel Woman's Club scholarship. Interested seniors should

Thursnty Hos"Stroke
ir, physiormation

gress and the Smithsonian
tution. Other events include.
meeting with Kentucky's congressional delegation, attending a play and a cruise on the
Potomac River.
To be eligible, a junior must
be a high school junior in good
standing. Parents or guardians'
must be members of and receive
electric service from West Ken-.
tucky RECC at their primary
residence.
Anyone interested in applying for the West Kentucky
RECC 2007 Washington Youth
Tour, contact your high school:
guidance counselor or visit your
local West Kentucky RECC
office for an application.

SI

el

Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park

Scholarship applications
available for seniors

i. at the
t "Audil:sses.

ing back some fun metnones
of the 50s and 60s. News of
an unusual auction will be
detailed next month.
Ian Doan, acting for Americanism chairman, Melissa Nergard, organized a Valentine
making group and made or
wrote 400 Valentines and
bought heart suckers and hard
candy for soldiers. Two boxes
were sent to Iraq to be distributed among the troops as
an Americanism project.
President Wincie Wright
announced that the State Executive Committee would meet
at Post 45 on March 10 for
the quarterly meeting. A steak
supper will be served on Friday evening, March 9, with
entertainment to follow, for
those who come early. There
will be representatives from all
post and auxiliaries attending.
Several members of Auxiliary 45 recently attended a.
National Seminar in Pigeon
Forge, Tenn. The event had
over 100 participants attending from 10 states. Wincie
Wright, Nancy Byford. Jane
McCuiston, Kathy Suffern and
Jan Doall attended the activities and training sessions and
each gave comments to the
group. The group from Tennessee which included three
members from Smithville.'
Tenn., presented a fun fashion
show for the entertainment or
the out-of-state visitors.

pick up applications and guidelines in the school's guidance
office.

Brooke Grace &
Brandon Riley
Kela Craig &
Trent Travis

34TH ANNUAL BUFFALO DINNER
& NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE DAY
FEBRUARY 17, 2007

Alycia Watkins &
Stephen Janow
Allison Carman &
Shane Mize

'The Store For The Ultimate Gift"
270-767-0007
400 Main Si • Mott-Sat 10-530

To place an
ad call
753-1916
ii,E6GER:(TIMES

MENU:
Carved Top Round of Buffalo
Southwestern Chili
BBQ Short Ribs
Buffalo Pie
Venison and Roasted Vegetables with Biscuits
Rabbit Sausage with Chutney
Braised Buffalo and Red Wine Sauce with Forest Mushrooms
Fried Free Range Chicken
Baked Chicken
Colorado Style Baked Beans
Fresh Vegetables
Fresh Salad Bar
Assorted Desserts

CHILDREN $7.95
ADULTS: $15.95
WE SERVE FROM 12 NOON TILL 8 PM
"ONE AND TWO NIGHT PACKAGES AVAILABLE"

Municipal Bonds
Amelia!

Descriptiou

Colon

$645.000

MurrayCalloway
Co. KY
Hosp Rev

4.50%

MurrayCalloway
Co. KY
Hosp Rev

4625%

MurrayCalloway
Co. KY
Hosp Rev

4.70%

5935,000

$1.375.000

et Thurs)e Sandy

MAIBLill
8/1/18

8/1/23

8/1/27

iigld
4.50%

4 625 q

4 70%

Fritz
$100 00

51101(X)

$10000

Rating
Baal (1%b

Baal (NI

146.95 plus tax

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
One nights stay in a
lodge room

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Two nights stay in a lodge room
Two buffalo dinners on Saturday

Two buffalo dinners on
Saturday

FRIDAY NIGHT:
Cherokee Culture Programs
How to make cordage used for bows & pottery

SATURDAY:
Native American Heritage Day
Programs

SATURDAY:
Native American Heritage Day
Programs

Baal(MI

fihine Bonds are availahle and offered for purchase in 55B00 denominations suhtes to prior change in price
Further information concerning the Bonds is contained in the Official Statement through

Frankfort, KY • Cincinnati. Ohio• Louisville, KY
Columbia. South Carolina • Nashville, TN
Call (800) 543-1831 • FAX (513) 381-0124
If you would like to be added to our Monthly Distribution List please call, mail or fax to
Ross, Sinclaire & Associates, LLC. at 700 Walnut Street Suite 600. Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. or
e-mail us @ HYPERL1NK "mailto:mstedt@rsiuset.com- msiedtOrsanet.com
NAME:

91.95 plus tax

"Native American Heritage Day"
We will celebrate Native American Heritage Day with a variety of cultural demonstrations.
At activities will be in The Village WI Lobby from 12 Noon till 8 pm.
We will feature Native American storytelling, dancing, bow making, flintinapping, baskets, and
discussions about the Cherokee culture.
For more information contact Mary Greer at 270-362-4271 or marya.greeraky.gov.
For accommodations call 1-800-325-0146. Visit our website at www.parks.ky.gov.

ADDRESS:
NeltUelgt
PHONE:
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It's February; How's that resolution holding up?
By REBECCA WRIGHT
MS, RD, LD
Center for Health & Wellness
Were you one of millions who
resolved to do something about your
health this year ..' If so, die you continuing to work toward that goal, or have
you already forgotten what you hoped
to achieve in 2007?
one way to reach the broad goal of
"being healthier'. is to break it down
into monthly. action steps I suggest
you use the following guide to lose
weight and get fit.
January: reduce portion sizes
Cse smaller dishes to eat meals
ti plates, howls, glasses)
Eat only 75 percent of what.,on
your plate
Share an entree with J tnend
instead of eating it all yourself
February.: look for more movement
iip(>ortunities
Move more AND 11101e often
lake .1 short walk during work
Ineak or lunch

— Meet a friend weekly to workout
together
— Join the Center for Health and
Wellness(CHW)
March: choose healthy foods
-- Replace white bread with 100
percent whole wheat bread
— include non-starchy vegetables at
every meal
-- Serve fresh fruit for dessert
April: reduce fat intake
— Eat less total fat and saturated fat
in diet (choose low tat or fat-free animal products)
Eat 2 servings a week of salmon,
trout or herring
- Replace animal fats with unsaturated fats found in olive and canola oil,
nuts/seeds
May: get even more active
— Strive for an hour of moderate
physical activity a day ill you have a
health condition, are a man older than
40, or a woman older than 50, consult
your physician first I
- Vary activities tor muscle confu-

sion
— Join a group exercise class for
fun and variety
June: Eat more vegetables and fruits
— Aim for 2 cups of fruit and 2 ?
cups of vegetables each day
— Choose fresh produce over
processed when available
— Whole fruit contains fiber and
will be a better choice over juice
July: think your drink
— Water is the most important beverage to consume. General guidelines
for daily water needs - women 9 cups
and men II cups
— Choose skim or 1%. milk
if you consume fruit juice, make
sure it's 100% juice with no sugar
added and limit serving size
August: increase strength and flexibility
- Participate in resistance training
2-3 times a week
Consider working with a personal trainer
Remember to stretch after each

— This month pay attention to foods
workout
September: till up with fiber
that make you feel full. Studies suggest'
— Add up your fiber intake.. are that lean protein-rich foods are most
you getting enough? Aim for 25 grams satisfying (chicken, turkey. fish, soy:
if you're a woman and 38 grams if legumes)
you're a man
-- Build your meals around protein
-- Include high-fiber dried beans
sources: boiled egg for breakfast, tuna
and peas twice a week
sandwich for lunch and grilled chicken
— Aim for at least 3 servings of
salad for dinner
whole grains daily
December: evaluate body weight
— Remember to drink enough water
— Not a time to try to lose weight?
if you are eating additional fiber
October: evaluate diet for nutrient Right. However, now is the time to
deficiencies
develop a game plan for the future.
— Since most American's diets are- Schedule an appointment with a regislacking in calcium, Vitamin D and E, tered dietitian and set a realistic goal for
month on consuming weight loss.
focus this
reduced fat dairy foods for calcium and
Work hard this year to achieve your
Vitamin D.
goal, taking it one month and action_
— To increase Vitamin E, try one
step at a time. If you need encourageounce of sunflower seeds, almonds or
ment, education and accountability,
peanuts daily.
-- If you aren't sure if you are eat- help is just a phone call away_ To scheding properly, schedule a visit with an ule an appointment, call my office
(762-1834) at the Center for Health and
RD to analyze your intake.
Wellness.
November: balance diet to stay full

Slackers Rejoice!
On-the-job
naps might cut
risk for heart
problems
Photo provided
YO HO!: The Purchase District Health Department presented
a -Pirate Adventure — A Healthy Life for Me" assembly at
Murray Elementary. Throughout the program, they emphasized the importance of exercise and a healthy diet. Students
and staff accepted the challenge to exercise each day, eat five
servings of fruits and.or vegetables and drink water each day.
Students who return their calendar of healthy choices will be
entered in a drawing for special prizes. Several MES students
participated as members of the cast: Mikal Vandal, Jacklyn
Fein, Alec Corum, Hannah Cain-Hill, James Thorn and
Harrison Miller.

Far, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr Phillip Klepper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia Klapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist

)))

By LINDSEY TANNER
AP Medical Writer
CHICAG0 (Alh
Office
flappers now his the perfect
excuse New research shows
that a little midday snooze
seems to reduce the risk ot fatal
heart
problems. especially
among !Hell
In the largest study to date on
the health effects of napping,
researchers tracked 23.681
healthy Greek adults for an average of about six years. Those
who napped tor about half an
hour at least three times weekly
had a 17 percent lower risk or
dying trout heart attacks or other
heart problems than those who
did not nap
Most participants were in
their 50s. and the strongest e‘
deuce was m working men.
according to the study, which
appears in Monday's issue of
Art his Cs tit Internal Medicine
the fe,earcheis said naps

Physician's Hearing Center
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926

To
subscribe to the
LEDGER& TI M ES
Call 753-1916
Monday-Friday
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

AP
Mark
Engineer
Ekenbarger stretches out
in the nap room at Yarde
Metals, Inc.'s headquarters in Southington, Conn.
Ekenbarger, who has a
heart condition, says he
frequently takes half-hour
naps on the advice of his
doctor to radar% stress:

might benefit the heart by reducing stress, and Jobs are a common source of stress
It's likely that women reap
Si milar benefits ittim napping.
hut not enough of them died during the study to he sure said Dr
Dominos Frichopoulric. the
senior author and a
study
researcher at I farsard 1 mYersity
and the limersoy rit lithe!),
Medical Sc hisil
Heart ply iblems killed 38
Ornen V. hi/ vs CR' si utlterl. '
,
I s of
then] SSorking vs omen viiip.ircd with 55 men. mi. turlin.,4 28
working men
A daYtime siesta has long
been part ot IT1.111:S cultures,

especially those in warmer climates. Mediterranean-style eating habits featuring fruits, vegetables, beans and olive oil have
been credited with contributing
to relatively low rates of heart
disease in those countries. but
the researchers wanted to see if
napping also plays a role.
"My advice is it you can
inaph do it. If you have a sofa in
your office, if you cart relax. do
Trichopoulos said.
Exactly how stress is related
hi heart disease is uncertain.
Some researchers think it might
he directly involved, through
unhealthy effects of stress hormones, or indirectly by causing

pat-11,11MM'. v.ho

Openings For New Clients
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Call Now!

753-6069

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
AN returns filed erectronicay.

NECK & BACK PAIN? HEADACHES?

• .7b
';11 fitospic. • Decreased stress on toints due to the
buoviuwv of water
• Burns Calories and builds endurame
• Appropriate for AN fitness levels
• Builds strength bs presiding resistance in
all dirmlions
• Warm water is soothing to aching Mints
and muscles
• Increases mobilits and range of motion
• Year round activits at the tenter for Health
Wellness
• SocAal support of dam iumembers

Water exercise is commorill odvoiwted
people with thefollowins; ondirions
• Si ii
• Back Pain
• loin! Problems
• \Work. Sclerosis

ti

• s,,o.tisstic Injury
• Cardiac Pit ions
•Obesity
•Pregnaticy

people to exercise less, overeat
or smoke.
The researchers in the latest
study factored in diet, exeicise,.
smoking and other habits that.
affect the heart hut still foul,!
napping seemed to help
Previous studies haYe !Lid
conflicting results Si
gested napping might Inc;CISC
risk of death. hut this,.
involved elderly peovle alt Sc
daytime sleepiness rct le,t,...r1
poor health. Frichopindos said
His research team studied .)
21)
broader range if pcirple.
Ii' X6. who w:•lk.
healthy when the study beg.in
Still, it's possible tliai study

Dr. V. Wade Etherton & Dr. B. Dobry Etherton
Auto Accidents • Medicare & Medicaid Accepted
Most Insurance Covers Your Care
We'll File It For You,
Call Tetley For As llppointaioatl

759-0030

Etherton Chiropractic
110? Ole‘tnut Street Intro" from Wendy'‘1 • Murray

Just people who lake hettei care
of themselY es.- which ould
also benefit the heart said
Mars iii ‘k11.11C11..1 sleep spei:1;i1
1st at Columbia Sr. Slaty - s
Hospital in i i vs aukee
"The guy
vs hi) doesn t rake
time out tor a siesta in their cui
lure is prohahlv the guy cc ho 1).
extremeh. .1i is en and imdei a lot
of pressure.- vs filch
mlii
increase heart risks, he said
Siestas aren't ingrained in
U.S culture. and mippiml usit.11ly us equated %Null laziness m
high-charging orp,mi;it,.' V,+dd.
said Bill Anthony. a Boston
CmYersity psychologist and
Author of -fhe Art it Napping At
Work:'
Still, some otticcs allow onthejoh naps. and iii ins workers
an it makes them min.)... not
less, productive
Verde Metals a metals
tributing firm, built a nap nil ti
at its Southington, Conn . head
quarters as part rit an empli,yee
wellness program. With Ivo)
leather sofas, fluffy
silt
lighting and at' alarm Is, k. its
the perfect place tor a quick
snooze.
engineer
S1.ii k
Ekenbarger said.
Ekenharger. 5r1. has an
enlarged heart artery and said he
frequently takes hall-hom naps
‘in the advice of his doctor to
reduce stress
"It really does eneigize me
for the rest of the day: he said.
it would he really encouraging
if employers across the country'
really embraced that philosophy
that napping is a good Ming It
makes a big differerke iii tHs
life."
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Former
Pakistan
P.M. to
speak at
MSU
MSU News Bureau
Benazir Bhutto awes audiences around the world with
a story of democracy, deposal
and the tireless strength with
which she struggles to bring
freedom to the people of her
country, Pakistan. She will bring
that story to Murray State University as the world leader chosen to speak at third annual Presidential Lecture Series.
Bhutto, the former prune
minister of Pakistan, will speak
as a "Daughter of Destiny" on
Tuesday, March 13, at 7 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium on the
MSU campus. Sponsored by
the Presidential Lecture Series,
the Student Government Association and the MSU Foundation, the lecture is free and
the public is encouraged to
attend, along with MSU students, faculty and staff.
"This is an important campus event," said Dr. Randy
Dunn, MSU president. -The
Presidential Lecture Series has
brought leaders to Murray State
who have made significant
changes in the world. With
Prime Minister Bhutto's acceptance of our invitation, that is
certainly true once again."
Earlier lectures featured Lech
Walesa, winner of the Nobel
Peace Prize and Solidarity
leader in Poland, and F.W. de
Klerk,former president of South
Africa, apartheid foe and Nobel
Peace Laureate.
In her book, "Daughter of
Bhutto
Destiny,"
Benazir
describes herself as a woman
raised in a conservative society. She brings readers into a
fascinating world of sacrifices
and triumph, from the assassination of her father to witnessing the citizens of a poor
Third World country exercising the right to vote.
Bhutto was first chosen as
prime minister in 1988 at the
age of 35, making her the
youngest popularly elected chief
executive officer in the world
and the first female prime minister in the Muslim world. After
just 20 months in office, a
rival political party unconstitutionally dismissed her government. Unwavering in her
desire to bring freedom to the
people of her country, Bhutto
fought on and was reelected
as prime minister in 1993.
As prime minister, she faced
the challenges of governing a
poor, politically fractious and
ethnically diverse nation. Bhutto earned praise for moving
swiftly to restore the civil liberties and political freedom that
were suspended under military
dictatorship. Her accomplishments include the launch of a
nationwide program for health
and education reform.
Although no longer prime
minister, Bhutto is chairperson
of the Pakistan Peoples Party.
A living icon in the battle for
democracy, she stands with only
a handful of female executive
leaders who have shaped global events of the last century.
She continues to speak eloquently and passionately about
the need for basic democratic
freedoms for the people of Pakistan, including freedom of the
press, economic stability and
gender equality. Bhutto, who
resides in Dubai, makes frequent
trips to the United States.
"Along with sharing her dramatic story of democracy. Ms
Bhutto will also speak about
our need to better understand
Islam and the Muslim world
as political power struggles
play out in all corners of the
11•encourglobe," Dunn noted.'
age everyone to mark their calendars for this interesting and
informative event."
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02007 Dodge Dakota
Club ST 2WD
...,
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Sits *C1701 2
-

WM

V-6

Auto

CD

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate....

16,986*

Your $
Price

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
VETERAN
OUTREACH:
Calloway County military veteran Charles Hooper, center,
receives a miniature flag from
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Post 6291 Commander Dave
Foley, right, and member
Jimmy "Sarge" Hines, left,
Tuesday morning at Glendale
Place. Foley, Hines and post
members James Daniels,
Bob McAllister and Dean
Walters visited Glendale.
Fern Terrace, Spring Hill
Oaks and Hickory Woods
honoring veterans for their
military service as part of a
VFW outreach effort during
the day. Hines, right, stands
by with a box of flags as
Foley, left, and Daniels, second from right, also thank
Glendale
resident
Bob
Barnhill for service to his
country. The group visited
veterans at Glenda!, Fern
Terrace, Spring Hill Oaks and
Hickory Woods retirement
homes during the day.

02007 Dodge 1500 ST
Reg. Cab, 2WD
..
-,.i.A.-----Illis IV
V-6
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40/20/40
Cloth Seats

AUFMCD
'

MSRP
Peppers DIsc
Mfg, Rebate

$21,915
- 2,928
- 5,000
Your $
Price

13I987*

2007 Dodge Durango
49
SXT 2WD

USDA nixes elk import plan
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
The U.S. Department of Agriculture has derailed a state plan
to import 160 live elk from
Canada, citing concerns about
the animals spreading diseases
The Canadian elk would have
nearly doubled the size of Tennessee's restored herd of about
200 animals, said state officials, who still expect to add
27 elk this spring from the
Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area.
However, the USDA recently wrote Gov. Phil Bredesen's
office that it would not allow
elk to be brought into the country from Canada, said USDA
spokeswoman Andrea McNally.
-The Canadian Food Inspec
tion Agency was not able to
certify that this herd is free
of tuberculosis, which is one
of our standard requirements,"
she said.
McNally said the USDA also
requires thorough disease-testing records for each animal
brought into the country, beginning at that animal's birth. Canadian officials could not provide those records.
-There's certainly a chancc
that Tennessee could look else
where and try to get some animals from another herd,"
McNally said. "But we have
some pretty standard requirements regarding lifetime records
and disease testing, and the
Elk Island herd doesn't meet
those requirements."

$20,840
- 1 854
- 2,000

ground transportation as early
as this month from Elk Island
National Park in Alberta.

The Tennessee Wildlife
Resources Agency had hoped
to bring the animals in by

41111
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Boggess Mini Storage
"A Better Place To Store"

MIN

1475 121 N., Murray, KY
from National Guard Armory)

February FREE With 2 Mo, Paid Rent
5x10 to 10x30

Rear AC/
Heat

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate

$29,930
-3,443
- 2,500

23I987*

NOW OPEN
270-759-5555 (across
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r
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Tiudy is a domestic short hair black
and white mix, female, young adult

Winston is a grey domestic short nail
mix, male, young adult, neutered

SHEMR HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

more intormation contact
;*
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter '4
at (270)759-4141
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Security crackdown launched in Baghdad
BAGHDAD, Iraq tAPi —
The Iraqi government formally
launched a long-awaited security crackdown in Baghdad today,
with U.S. and Iraqi troops stepping up patrols, setting up new
checkpoints and randomly
searching cars to stop the v 'Ulrike in the capiud
Prime Minister Noun alMaliki said the sweep. codenamed (Iperation Imposing
L.jss. would tdrgei those -who
want t itiitifliiC ss Ith
ii
L Mit ht. tiriv

were

hCI C

reports, meanwhile. about the
whereabouts it Muytada al
Sadr. v. hose militia have hi-en
blamed in some it the Vilif sit
sei tanan killings in the past
yew. alter a I S oltitial said the
radical Shiite clerk- had fled to
Iran ahead ot the set may opera III in
Mai (len V%
military
1 5
Awl
the
spokesman. insisted that
had left the t ountry, although he
de. lined ti omment on the rea
sri i gist: other details.
.We will at. kniii.kledite that
he is niit in the tuiltu and all
iiilii

in,

tall 111.11
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where
head.luarters
I awmaker Nassar
Ruhaie.
,h,.• head ot 5adrist hlos. in parlament also insisted al-Sadr
o
riot kit the cuntry
The new, is mit aeturate
be, wise Nhititada al-Sadr is still
ii Iraq Mid he did not visa any
tountry.- lawmaker Nassar al
Ruhaie. tht• head of Satirist Nth..
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Associated Press
Itlso iin Vtednesday. CNN
it:potted that a Shiite militant
group ha, issued .1 sideo if
.
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CNN and it was unclear when it
was made. Al-Taayie's uncle
identified him from the video,
the network said. The video did
not immediately turn up in an
Associated Press search of militant Web sites.
Caldwell said officials were
Aware of the video and were
analyzing a copy of it.
The U.S military announced
last week that the clampdown
had already begun, hut Iraqis
had seen little evidence of that
before Wednesday. President
Bush has committed 21,500
more Americans to the operation, which is expected to
msolse a total ot 90010 Iraqi
and U.S soldiers.
As the new checkpoints were
set up in the t ity of 6 million of
people, huge traffic Jams developed and ears were forced to
zigzag through soldiers' positions and barricades
Dozens of people left their
buses to cross the central Sinak
Bndge on toot rather than wait
kir the chit. es to MOVe through
the Janis At one checkpoint,
Iraqi troops stopped a convoy of
three white SIA'S that are commonly used by Iraqi government
offit ials and checked their Wenuheation
Al Nialiki discussed the
security plan during a meeting
with officials in the Shnte holy
ity of Karbala. 50 miles south
of Baghdad.
hase started today the
ness security plan And we warn
es CT)one who runs against it:
Now we are ready to impose law
out all those who want to continue with rebellion,- he said.
"Baghdad operations started
name
code
under
today
'Imposing IA%
"By God willing, the new
plan will hase fruitful outcomes,
m it because of the use of force
hut because of those who
declare their love to Iraq and its
people.- he said before going to
the entrance of the Imam
Hussein ito isque to address
thousands ot supp(iners massed
in the streets
The pep talk came a day alter
the [rain commander of the
Baghdad security crackdown.
Abboud Gambill%
It Gen

AP
Iraqis gather to inspect a car destroyed in a car bomb explosion in Baghdad, Iraq today. The
parked car bomb detonated in Baghdad's al-Alwaya district, killing 4 persons and injuring
another 10, police said.
announced that Iraq will close
its borders with Syria and Iran

and ordered the return of unlawfully seized homes as pan of the

drive to end the violence that
has threatened to divide the cap-

ital along sectarian lines.
Despite the stepped-up security, a parked car bomb struck a
predominantly Shiite district
elsewhere in central Baghdad,
killing four civilians and
wounding 10, police said.
In the northern city of Mosul,
a suicide car bomber targeted an
Iraqi army patrol, killing one
soldier and four civilians and
wounding 20 other people,
police Brig. Abdul Karim alJubouri said.
Gambar said Baghdad's
nighttime curfew would be
expanded by an hour, from 8
p.m. to 6 a.m., and permits
allowing civilians to carry
weapons in public would be suspended during all of the operation, which he suggested could
last weeks.
The commander also said
those who had occupied homes
of displaced families would be
given 15 days to return the properties to the original owner or
prove they had permission to be
there.
The general did not say when
the borders would close.
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Ledger & Times file
An in'vestiqa • ,uk s over a semi-truck that led police through
five counties and two states before ending in Puryear, Tenn.

A settlernert was reached in December between the
Calloway Cou-ty Sheriff's Department's insurance company
and 11 e
of. Levi Alexander, who was shot during the
chase
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semi after the chase ended on Conyers% tile
• P ear. Icnn the tatal shot was reportedly fired by
Vs right, the Ii rmet deputy
fonner Calloway County Sheriff Larry Roberts
had said Vu rights first shots came at the intersecState Line Road and Murray Pans
tion of
Road as the deputy was traseling in his police
t. 11.1INCI• ‘IOIT shOts i attic once the truck was
stopped. at toiding Ii Roberts. as Wright was trying to keep the truck from moving farther although
he didn't realize the truck was in a place with no

Windows Mobile' 50

MP3 player

more I-00111 to mo‘e

The family filed the federal lawsuit in
Nos ember 2005.
The pursuit began in the early morning of 1-eb
14. 200s. near Cayce in Fulton County when
at
police feCel‘ed a report of suspicious at.
Maple Crest Farm on ky 94 Police followed the
tractor trailer east through Hickman. Graves and
Calloway counties.
the suspects. of whom police said Alexander
was one, turned right onto ky 1497 and traveled
about Ilse miles before stopping in Hem-s County
after the dnver turned onto a gravel driveway and
hit a tree
In Calloway County, Phillip Jackson, 34, of
Pans. Tenn.. was cons tiled it receis ing stolen
JftftneOft
property, obscuring the identity of a machine and
Occing and es ailing as well as 14 counts of reckless driving. nine
,urts of tailing or improperly using a signal. eight counts of disregarding a slop sign. five counts of driving on the wrong side of the
ad
...Milts of speeding and one count each of failing to yield
tinst palling %chicle and improper passing He also pleaded guilty in
tilliin Counts to complicity to criminal mischief, complicity to
theft by unlawful taking and complicity to wanton endangerment.
In Tennessee. Jackson pleaded to additional charges of aggravated assault and evading arrest
the third suspect invoked in the chase was Melissa Johnson of
Murray In Fulton. she was indicted on complicity to third-degree
burglary. omplis its to theft and complicity to criminal mischief.
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SECTION B

United Way Chair Auction is Saturday
Special to the Ledger
The United Way of Murray Calloway County is proud to announce the 4th Annual Chair
Auction sponsored by Murray Electric System.
"This is always so exciting to me," said
Peggy Billington, United Way Director. "It is
so fun to watch these unique chairs coming
in, and mirrors too.
"We had so much fun with the chairs last
year that we decided to add other items to
our auction, and this year we have mirrors,
tables, and other artwork. And they're all so
unique and totally different from each other.
I can't wait to see them all."
The event is set for Saturday at the Murray Country Club. Tickets for the event are
$20 each and can be purchased by visiting or
calling the United Way office located in the
Weaks Center on Poplar Street. You may contact the United Way office by calling 7530317. Tickets are limited so it will be a first
come, first serve basis.
The reception starts at 5:30 p.m. and ticket price includes appetizers and soft drinks.
The auction will begin at 7 p.m. with approximately 20 items to be sold. Chairs from previous auctions can be seen at http://mccunitedway.org.
Sherrie Holbrook, co-chair of the event, said,
"We are doing something new and entertaining in Murray. The auction provides a fun
evening of entertainment for artists and a chance
to show off their talents; and buyers get a
chance to collect an original piece of art. Talent can be found in every walk of life and
people here respect and honor that.
"As a contributing artist, as well as a cochair, I am ecstatic and very humbled on the
funds my chairs and mirror have brought. 1

anticipate this year's event will be bigger and
better!!"
Mary Lou Yeatts said, "I've been to the
chair auction every year and it just keeps getting better! We have some great local artists."
Yeatts is so excited about the auction she
decided she would do a project for the auction too. She said she might have to sweet
talk her husband. Dewey, into helping her or
maybe it is the other way around.
Auctioneer Jim Tate has been licensed for
30 years. He started with auto aucOons and
then got involved in land auctions. Tate ended
up buying Auto Auction in 1986 and then selling it in 2000 to Camas where he still auctions
cars on Thursday nights. He eventually got
back into real estate auctions, called Auctions
With Care.
Tate is looking forward to helping out the
United Way this year by auctioning the chairs
and the United Way team is grateful for his
help and expertise.
Other members working on the chair auction team are Joanna Bailey co-chair, Jennifer
Bryson, Jean Lindsey, Nancy Mieure, Jeannetta Williams, and Yeatts, along with Billington.
"Everybody on this committee has been
vital," said Billington, "and we're expecting a
really great turn out.
"All that money goes back into the agencies of the United Way and we couldn't do
this without the help of our community and
businesses," she said. "Last year we had some
very generous bidders and they helped start
the auction off with a bang. Our local businesses have reaq come through for us too."
Call and reserve your tickets now to attend
this fun-filled "chair"-ity event.

Photos prov•ded

Pictured are chairs, tables and other artistic items associated with the annual United Way Auction, which will be held Saturday at the Murray Country Club.
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The Pans Country Club
Is looking to hire a House Manager.
Those interested may call 731-642-0591
for a job description.

REHAB AMERICA.
We have positions available tor licensed therapists in Puryear. TN. This is an exciting job
opportunity for therapists seeking PRN or
part-time employment, with the potential to
advance to full-tune in the future.

What can Rehab America, LW offer you?
• Travel time
• Licensure reimbursement
• Flexible Schedules
• Opportunity tor full-time benefits
• We will help you obtain a Tennessee
License if you do not already have one and
pay for any expenses incurred.

WE CURRENTLY HAVE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR:
• Physical Therapists/Physical Therapy
Assistants
• Occupational Therapists/Occupational
Therapy Assistants
• Speech-Language Pathologists
For More Information, Please Contact:
Ashley Dunn, Executive Director
270-559-6120 or
fi-mail your resume to:
ashleyd(a rehahamericallc corn

GlenDi Inc.
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Now Taking Applications for:
Full/Part time truck drivers
with Class A CDL
Good Pay
Paid Holidays/Paid Vacation
Health Ins/Retirement Plan
Home Time
Quarterly Safety Bonus
Also needing
Owner Operators
Phone 270-759-5540
Monday thru Friday
9:00 AM to 4:00 PM

, at
APO)
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-6111
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GET THIS 12C1 I
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
LEALL 753-1916
THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable but
inreCellf&C1015 do Occur
Readers using this
information do so Cl
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of its amok:Tees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
actrvlbes

weddings/seniors
Since 1989

270-753-1001

CDL-A
DRIVERS.
Take Home Assigned
Truck' Cell Phone.
Benefits
PrePass.
Home Weekly, Paid
W.TX
Weekly'
Jackson, TN. Ron:
1-800-552-2314 x205
ELECTRICIAN needed Minimum KY Mixtncal license and transportation required Call
293-8449

LOST yellow male ca
Answers to Kitty Last
seen Saturday 2,10 at
2Pts11 on Cambridge Dr
227-5420
Loot Female Setter
Whits wilts Orange
spots, Irvin Cobb area
753-7200

Foster Parents
Needed $35/day to
het) a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support 24
hour crisis interventior,.
and weekly in home
support CaN NECCO
at 886-306-3226 or
270-898-1293

Oral & Niaxillofacial
Surgery Assistant Wanted
I:multi communication skills required
'
'Warm. caring, responsible individual desired
Must be a team player
'
*Dental office expertence preferred
Will work in the Murray. KY and Union City.
TN offices
Send resumes to the Office Manager:
300 South 8th Suret • Suite 100
Murray. KY 42071

VIIIMM
time/part time
he
needed for Soca
cream
sandwich/ice
shop Especially need
lunch crew No minimum wage lobs APO'
at 308S 12th St
FULL

MEDICAL
Transcriptionist with
Lanier and Mednech
experience needed
immediatetyl Please
call 436-2799

Spot-table
Scoreboards offers
opportunities for individuals who share our
positive commitments
and goals
We are in search of a
time, day Shift
employee with metal
forming experience To
qualify, you must also
be detail oriented and
quality conscious; be
able to use hand tools
and work with
chematics. Having
electronic skills is a
plus. Position requires
moving and positioning
objects weighing up to
75 pounds.
full

Salary is commensurate with experience.
Sportabie
Scoreboards offers a
competitive, comprehensive benefit package. Apply at. 106 Max
Hurt Drive, Murray or
direct resume to:
recruiting@
scoreboardl.com
LPN needed for docSend
office.
tor's
resume to P.O. Box
1040-E. Murray. KY
42071,
MAINTENANCE
Technician
National student housing property is novv
seeking a FfT maintenance technician.
Responsibilities
include but are not urnled to repairs, general
upkeep and ianitonal
services. Competitive
benefits package
included. Pre-employment drug and background screening
required. Equal
Opportunity Employer
Send resumes to
Murray@ placeproper
ties.com.
needed
MANAGER
Fast food restaurant in
PrinCE000, KY needs
experienced manager
Must be willing to work
any shift For immediate reply, call 270-4060885 or 2713-576-1325

t^

NURSE PractRioner
or Physician's
Assistant (must be
certified/licensed).
Position availabte with
Wound Care Clinic in
Pans, TN. Flexible
hours, pleasant office
environment
Candidates please
mall a cover letter and
resume with relevant
work history to WCC,
1385-D Flowering
Dogwood Lane.
Dyersburg, TN 38024
E-mail.. woundcareclinocayahoo.corn or fax
(731)287-7373
II
NURSING HOME
ADMINISTRATOR
nursing
Progressive
management
home
seeks
company
Tennessee licensed (or
license eligible) administrator for Puryear,
facility.
Tennessee
Existing facility is being
replaced with new,
modern senior housing
ground
campus
broken.
already
Excellent pay and benefits including health,
dental and 401(k) availfax
Please
able
resume to. (636) 5364533 or send to Arbor
Health Care, 1795
Clarkson Road, Suite
200, Chesterfield, MO
63017 EOE
\
Call us we will he,
glad to help
Murray Ledger 8 1",mes

270-753-1916
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RANDY Thornton Co.,
Inc established in 1937
seeking Service
Technicians
Minimum 3 years
expenence in commercial & residential
HVAC. Tools required
Excellent salary, benefits and retirement
package Send
resume to 802
Chestnut
St. Murray, KY 42071
SALES AND
MARKETING
DIRECTOR
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Marketing degree preferred, must be knowledgeable in golf,
Microsoft Word,
Powerpoint, Excel and
Internet. Salary negotiable based on technical education and job
experience. Fax
resume to (731)6441386 or call (731)7070539 for job interview

SALES
PEOPLE
WANTED
No Overnight Travel
Salary - Bonuses
Insurance & More
Come Join The
Fastest Growing
Company Of Its
Kind In Western
Kentucky.
Fax resume to
Paducah Office

1-270-415-4406
TWO 10-month fulltime, 2-year contract
faculty positions available
teaching
Computer Information
Systems (CIS) beginning August 1. 2007.
Master's degree with
18 graduate hours in
CIS or CS required.
Community college or
related teaching experience helpful. Working
knowledge of application software and operating system essential.
Faculty responsibilities
include:
teaching.
advising, professional
development,
and
Teaching
service.
may
assignment
include evening, offcampus and/or weekend classes.
Applications should be
received by March 15,
2007 but the position
will remain open until
filled. Submit letter of
application, resume,
completed
faculty
application, three reference letters, and official transcripts to: May
Wright. Director of HR,
Madisonville
Community College,
2000 College Drive,
KY
Madisonville,
42431, Faculty applications can be found at:
http://www.madisonville.kctcs.edu/business/hripostings.html
KCTCS/MCC is an
Opportunity
Equal
Employer
and
Education Institution.
Women and minorities
are encouraged to
apply.
090
Domestic& Childcare
CLEANING houses is
Cal
my business
Linda H 759-9553
CLEANING is what we
do Residential or busiReferences
nesses
available Call the sis731-498-6404,
iers
270-226-9565

FLOWER shop invenfixtures
tory
&
Everything from silks to
walk-in cooler. Senous
inquiries call
270-293-9294
1 20
Cornpubn
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556
140
V/ent to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars 8 trucks
Cad Larry 753-3633.

beep
WANTED Scrap cars
Paying $140 per ton
753-5500

Articles
For Sale
92 Cougar V-8, tact
sun-roof, new transmission, NC, tires,
loaded $2,575 OBO
Washer 753-4109
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
ENCLOSED trailer,
7x14, ramp door
$3,750 753-1816
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system
America's Top 60 channels
for
only
$19.99/mo. Get your
choice
of
HBO,
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions.
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901
JET 3 Ultra power
chair. Almost new! We
also have other mobility power chairs and
scooters in stock at
reasonable
prices.
$400
to
$2,000.
(270)753-7113
ONE Daytona 500 ticket 293-4772 or
753-8676

Premier
walk-in bath
6 months old
$3,000 OBO
Paid $6,700
489-2145
WANTED: Responsible
party to take on small
monthly payments on
High Definition Big
Screen TV.
1-800-398-3970

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray

(270) 753-1713
160
Ikea Furnishings
COUCH & Loveseat.
blue. $200.00
489-2175
210
Firewood
FIREWOOD for sale
$50 a rick delivered
436-2619
270
Nobel Hams For $alo
1995 16x80 3BR 2BA
moved
Must
be
$16,000 753-5998
2 brand new mobile
homes on lots, movein ready, Almo area.
(1) 60x28 ft. doublewide, (1) 76x16 singlewide. Call
(270) 293-5914
2BR with attached
carport. washer dryer.
stove, refngerator and
sofa bed $2,500 obo
Call 753-9441 or
210-8464
2BR on 1/2 acre
fenced in lot. 3-1/2
miles from town.
$11,500 753-6012
98 Chandefur 16x80
4BR 28A, all applifactory
ances,
fireplace and stereo
Very clean $18.500
Will rent lot to the right
person 227-3515
NEW models are here'
All 2006 models must
go" Get a great deal on
your new home today"
731-584-9109
Year's
NEW
Celebration!! 38R 2BA
SW fireplace, pantry.
dishwasher & much
more with payments
under $350 w.a.c."
731-584-4926
YOUR tax refund gets
you in your new
hornet!! New 8 premodels
to
owned
choose from" 731-5849429
280
Hams For Rant
SOUTH Hazel, TN
14x80 313P 28A
492-8526

$110 per month Newer
homes only 492-8488
320
"Rat
1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109.
1BR 1BA 1-1/2 blocks
from MSU $195 plus
deposit.
No
pets
References required
759-0632 after 5.
1BR apt. Partial utilities, $215 plus deposit_
753-2934
1BR near MSU, other
locations available,
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
1BR low utilities, $245
a month, no pets
Reference required
753-3949
1BR, wid, dw, pets
allowed, 6335. 1619-A
Chris Dr. Call 753-4219
28R apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
2BR duplex, nice,
CM./A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex. 1304
Valleywood. $400
month. 759-9920 or
293-1446
2BR near MSU, C/H/A,
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
4BR 2BA, all appliances. central H/A. Ask
about move-in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large. 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances,
C/H/A,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed. $675 mo.
435-4273 or 293-7404
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
Phone:
accessible.
492-8721. Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr 270-435-4382 or
leave message.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEAR
University:
Extra large 2 bedroom apt. with very
large living room, all
appliances
incl.
washer & dryer. Lots
closet
space.
of
Centeral elec. heat
and sir. $350. deposit.
6350. mo., $250. ma.
1st 3 mos. 270-2275006 or 270-753-4560
8am to 5pm for
appointment.
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.
UNFURNISHED 1-BR,
close to campus. ideal
for one person no
pets, available January
3rd 753-5980
130

2-BR unfurnished,
redecorated, city
schools kitchen appliances. A/C. W/D hookup, annual lease.
5475.00
(954)345-1495
2BR house, lease 8
deposit required
270-753-4109
28R lake front properly
with deep water dock
$750 month 759-9046
436-5258
38R foreclosure Buy
for only $19,765 For
listings 800-560-1951
ext S021

Mednesday, Februars 14, 20(17 • 3B
530

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Eituguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom ApartmentCentral Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

rropurcy Me..agerresne, L1C
One and two bedroom apartments available.
All appliances furnished. Water, sewer, trash,
and cable TV included in rent. Secuhty
deposit required. One year lease. NO PETS!

270-767-9111
www.murraykyapartments.com
340
Houses For Rent

390
Livestock Suppies

2BR, stove refrigerator,
dishwasher.
washer/dryer hook-up,
C/H/A. $550 month, 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit No pets
753-2259 or 527-8174
NEWLY upgraded,
charming 2BR. IBA
lakefront house in
Panorama Shores.
w/d, C/H/A.
$400/month plus
deposit. Available
immediately.
(310)567-9321.
References required.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

NOW OPEN:
'1 NS
\IIINIOR “.1
Hwy. 121N across from
National Guard Armory

27'0•739-55311
GdiC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720S. 4th St.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

BUILDING For Sale
2297 State Route 94
East. 1-1/2 miles from
downtown,
2,588
square feet. 803 acre
lot. Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles to Bntches. Call
753-5856, cell 2937127
Cor[Drnericsi Prop. For Rent
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime locatinn. 753-2905,
293-1480
380
Pob &Sanaa
Registered
AKC
Pinsche
Doberman
puppies 1st shots &
wormed. 978-1998
AKC Siberian Husky. 6
month old female,
$250. 270-436-2537

HORSE-OUALITY
Bermuda grass square
bales. 731-514-3632

Rein Estate
All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation.
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will
not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."

114. lit Hot st..s
An% Imcation.
An Condition
Cash or Terms
Call 761-nomE
146(0 I

[gs2A,

35 Acres w/ 1/2 mile of
rd front, on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346. 8.7
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake.
Call 753-1323 ext. 120
for details.

I have buyers for hunting land
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
(270)978-1172
460
Homes For Sale
3BR 2BA. attached 2
garage,
new
car
updates
throughout
house. large back
deck, $110,000, 11
Guinevere Drive
767-8999
802 Minerva, 4BR 2BA,
brick and vinyl siding.
living room with formal
dining area, den, sunroom, large utility room
with closet, large garden area, small outbuilding,
garage.
$149,000. 753-6660 or
978-0402
FORECLOSURE! 38R
only $19,765. For listings 800-560-1951 ext.
S020
FSBO
4 BR, 2.5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506
IMMLDIA I I
DEBT RELII I
will boy
it

(all 761-4i3s,
ask for Kristin.

2006 Toyota Camry
Solara 3,000 miles
Call (270)205-5752
93 Mustang GT 5.0,
HO,5-speed, custom
paint. Euro tail lights.
3m cowl hood, built
engine, rebuilt rear
end. 4.10 gears.
$3,200 or trade for 8793 Mustang Notchback
(270)205-5766
100
Used Trucks
1997 Peterbilt Tractor.
3406 E Cat engine,
super 10 trans, air ride
2005 Dodge Dakota
crew cab, aluminum
wheels, low wheels.
Call 800-844-4912
1993 Chevy Pick-up,
nice truck, very sharp,
rebuilt motor & trans,
body has 251k, motor
has 50k Call 762-0661
Cell 293-7082
1988 Chevy pickup. 1'2
ton, short wheel base,
4.3L V6, one owner,
very good condition,
with topper. Call 270759-3073
530
Services Offered
l&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or MO611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 675,00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

AFFORDABLE
Home Repair
Sagging floors to
leaking roofs.
We do it all.
Call Gre Collins
054
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BEBBER Flooring.
Carpet. vinyl, laminate,
hardwood and tile. 2939340

Ceramic and Stone
Tile installation
Hardwood a. Laminate
Flooring Installed
Bathroom Remodeling
Quality work fair prices

437-3132
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438

- GRAY'S Painting
Free estimates
Reasonable rates
Seniors discounts
References
(270)227-3161

weld) & spec uil
locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

%erx ice viorL
Lie & !mimed
exp.
.18
1270092-x22a
2 '1444

ROOF
LEAKING?
Call a
professional

David's
Home
Improvement
water Damaged Floors
Braces L. Floor Joss
Remodeing &Plumbnig
Davie Galbrnore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Wov
irU 5 re*.ler:dr. S.LeoteJ

731-247-5422

435-4645

JOE'S JOBS
WE SERVICE
pltimhmg. cament,
xard %%oak.
,
•
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
•Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
753-5827

All Map Appliances
and Most Major Brands
WARD-ELKINS
Or fn. '14',Aire. Murray
(270)753-1713

FREE
PALLETS
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Horoscope
BIRTHDAY
for
HAPPY
Thursday, Feb. 15, 2007:
You are capable of manifesung
whatever you want this year.
Just think positively, knowing
nothing is impossible. Your high
charisma and energy team up to
create a force to behold. You ik I I
gain success through networking, broadening your horiton
and being more responsive to
others. You are the sign of
friendship and draw many more
people and friends. Though this
quality endures. sometimes your
creativity overwhelms others.
You might even be called selfcentered. If you are single, you
could meet your lifetime partner.
This bond will incorporate
friendship and love_ If you are
attached, blend in more friendship and decide to make a mutual goal real. You will tind that
working together draws the two
of you closer. AQUARIUS
understands you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Friends surround you.
Positive vibes flow through your
associations. Use this period to
connect with the special people
in your life. Network. Make new
friends. You can have what you
want if you focus. Tonight: Where
the action is.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Others often look to you
for direction. Though you might
not feel that you are a naturalborn leader, many people do.
Your strong, gentle style also
encourages many people to
want to work and be with you.
Tonight- A must appearance.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Reach out for others.
Seek out information. The more
opinions you get, the better the
end results will be. Trust your
Judgments as well. By being
open, you'll break new ground.
Take
in
the
big
picture.
Demonstrate your ability to
empathize. Tonight: Try a new
restaurant.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** A key person wants all
your attention and will do whatever it takes to get it. Though you
might be shocked by what goes
down, look past his or her
actions and understand what is
happening below the surface_
Tonight: Be with your best friend.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Others want to and will
dominate. You have to get a lot
done, but you also might want to
socialize. Let others do as much
as they want, and free yourself
up. Be smart; use a situation to

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur_
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
nsk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable. The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

by Jacqueline Bigar
your benefit and make another
person happy. Tonight: Just don't
be alone.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Emphasize routine, performance and getting the Job
done You might be more effective than you realize. Check out
an offbeat diet or health program
before
launching
into
it.
Remember, your body isn't an
experiment! Tonight: Easy does
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** One of your greatest
assets is your charm. Mix this
trait with unusual creativity, and
how can you be anything but a
success? Honor the importance
of relationships and the people in
your life. Let others know how
you feel. Tonight. Try something
offbeat.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Do as much as you can
quietly behind the scenes. You
might not be comfortable with
what is happening within a personal situation. Right now, you
might not be able to change it
either_ Observe, but also discuss. Be open to another's point
of view. Tonight: Your home Is
your castle
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You have a way with
others that draws them toward
you. Though you are making the
first move, do not even think that
others are anything but receptive. Screen calls if you feel overwhelmed. Tonight: Favorite place
with favorite people.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Do what you do best.
Handle finances and build security. Your instincts come into play
with a decision. Tap into this endless and exceptionally strong
area of your mind at present. You
might be surprised by the end
results. Tonight: Pay bills first.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Finally, you feel
empowered, energetic and creative simultaneously. Use this
high energy to realize a key hope
or desire. Others certainly want
to please you right now. Don't
hesitate to seize the moment_
Tonight: You make the call.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
** Know when to back off and
proceed differently. You might iolt
others with your insight. Perhaps
keeping your insight and perspective to yourself will add to
someone else's comfort. Tonight:
Get some extra R and R.
BORN TODAY
Actress Jane Seymour (1951).
cartoonist Matt Groening (1954).
astronomer
Galileo
Galilei
(1564)
***
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

DS NV
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DOG Obedience
436-2858
PURE bred blonde Lab
puppies_ Beautiful. This
will be Lady Bug's and
Coty's last litter. $150
each. 5 females. 3
males. 759-8436

rc

li
port Minty Vehicles

1994 Ford Explore
4x4 Well maintained
and very clean $2,500
Call 270-293-9950

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
woe

Cheap Cars
•96 Lumina $2,900
•99 Lumina $3,900
•97 Grand-Am $3,900
•138 Chevy pickup,
automatic, $2,300
Jenkins Auto Sales
(270)227-5997

530

a30
%nicest/None

'All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

753-3833

,m;mik .it
re.i.imnohlf: price
' I
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Tiki Barber to join NBC
NEW YORK (AP) - Ttki
Barber will work for NBC next
year after spending most of
the 2006 NFL season entertaming bids from via tout networks for jobs in both news
and sports.
The New York Giants' Pro
Bowl running back was to be
introduced Tuesday at a network
news conference, according to
a person familiar with the deal
who spoke on condition of
anonymity because he is not
directly involved in the contract.
Barber will work both on
the -Today" show and on the
network's Sunday Night Football show. It is unlikely he
would be in the broadcast booth
with the longtime leant ot Al
Michaels and John Madden.
Barber. vi,..ho had worked in

BET

HBO
MAO

SHOW
DISN
Fut
HBO;

.8E1 Now S

Now... -

He finished fourth in the NFL
with 1,662 yards rushing,
including a career-high 234 in
the season finale, a 34-28 win
in Washington that got the
Giants to the playoffs. For his
career, he had 10,449 yards
rushing and 5,182 yards receiving, joining Marcus Allen and
Marshall Faulk as only the
third player in NFL history
with 10.000 yards rushing and
5,0(X 1 receiv ing for their careers.

TikI Barber
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alive, and Krystal Zsido who served
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Cross Club at Murray State University. Gardner is presenti
on and
dedicati
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dedicated service to the American Red Cross.

Murray State University
Cinema International program
continues through Feb. 17. with
Heaven. a 2002 film from Germany and Italy. The film is
English and Italian with English subtitles, and is rated R.
Kieslowski, the Polish director of the great trilogy Blue.
White and Red. started this
film project but died before it
could be filmed. He was fascinated by moral paradoxes. by
good leading to evil, and back
again. Tom Tykwer stepped forward to rescue his colleague.s
work, set in the environment
of schools, drugs and police
of Turin, Italy.
Cate
stars
film
The
Blanchett. Giovanni Rails!.
Remo Girone and Stefania
Rocca.
Students. faculty.. staff and
community members are invited to all Cinema International
films. There is no charge for
admission.
Films begin at 7:30 p.m.
nightly in the Curtis Center Theater.
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the offseason at Fox, had considered offers from that network and ESPN/ABC for newssports roles.
The 31 -year-old Barber
announced in October that 2006
would be his final season after
10 years with the Giants.
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Continuing a 33-year tradition,
the Murray Ledger & Times is excited to begin
the selection process of Miss Spring 2007.
Senior girls from Murray & Calloway County
Schools who would like to be considered for
the honor must meet the following criteria:
• Senior girl from Murray High
or Calloway County High
•Current GPA of 3.0 or above
• Demonstrated leadership in both school
& community activities
• Submission of essay & photos
• Individual interview process (for finalists only)
Please see your principalfor application
packets detail or more information.
All information must be submitted to your principal
no later than Noon on Friday, March 2, 2007.

LEDGER&TIMES
P.O. Box 1040 • 1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, Kentucky 42071
270.753.1916 • Fax: 270.753.1927 • e-mail: adsOtmurrayledger.com
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Looldnglack
10 years ago
Rain, sleet and snow combined
with near-freezing temperatures
yesterday combined to force the
early closing of Calloway County Schools. County and city emergency crews responded to a total
of 27 accident calls yesterday.
Murray State University Racers lost 79-67 and Lady Racers
lost 70-67 in basketball games
with Austin Peay Governors. High
scorers for Murray were Vincent
Rainey and Stephanie Minor.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 58-36 and Lady Lakers won 44-37 in basketball games
with Fulton County Pilots. High
scorers for Calloway were David
Green and Kiki Cunningham.
20 years ago
Larry D. Nixon begot his duties
as chief of the Murray Police
Department today after being
appointed by the Murray City
Council after the retirement of
former Chief Paul Jerry Lee.
Calloway County Board of Education has voted to add both a
boys and girls soccer teams at
Calloway County High School,
according to Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent.
Births reported include a boy
to Venita and Ricky Hams, a boy
to Shannon and David Cohoon
and a girl to Peggy and Jimmy
Greer, Feb. 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Oralee Elkins
will be married for 50 years Feb.
IS.
30 years ago
Murray City School Board
approved final plans and applications for renovation of Murray Middle School and voted to advertise for bids at its meeting.
Jan Outland, senior at Murray
High School, and Renee Tobey,
senior at Calloway County High
School, have been named as Good
Citizens for the Year by the Cap-

lain Wendell Ours Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution.
Published are a feature story
and picture about Martha Oliver,
volunteer firefighter. The story
and photo were by Staff Writer
and Photographer Jennie B. Gordon.
40 years ago
An average of $40.98 per bundre4 weight was reported for the
sale of dark fired tobacco for the
season on the Murray Market,
according to 011ie Barnett, local
tobacco market reporter.
Kim Smith of Murray University School won the "Best Debate"
award at the Isaac Litton Debate
Tournament held at Nashville,
Births repotted include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Phillips,
Feb. 4 and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
R. Douglass Wood, Feb. 7.
Brenda Sue Jones of Calloway
County High School and Ann
Dunnaway of Murray High School
scored highest of the 1967 Betty
Crocker Search of Homemaker of
Tomorrow Test given in December.

50 years ago
Over $42,000 in acreage reserve
allotments will be paid by the
ASC to 325 county farmers who
signed applications for dark fired
tobacco and cotton on opening
day.
• Hazel High School Lions won
72-67 over Puryear, Tenn. Hornets in a basketball game. High
scorers were Duncan for Hazel
and Ray for Puryear.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Waggoner,
Feb. 8, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. John Warner, Feb. 12.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds won 86-80 over Middle Tennessee Blue Raiders in a
basketball game at Murray.
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Unexpected kindness helps
Growing head might be
grandmother out of a jam symptom of Paget's disease
DEAR ABBY: I took my

that dear girl's kindness and nei-

DEAR DR. GOTT: I hope

grandsons to see a movie. They
were looking forward to our
outing all week. As we stood
in line to buy tickets, I real-

ther will the boys. It happened
more than a year ago, but I
still think of it to this day

you can offer some suggestions regarding my problem.
My head seems to be enlarging. I'm 72.

ized I had only a $20 bill in
my wallet.
We had planned to lunch
on hot dogs
and drinks
in the theater, but I
knew
wouldn't
have enough
cash. I told
my grandchildren we
DOWN* had a problem -- I was
short
of
By Abigail
money --but
Van Buren
I figured I
could write a check.
The 7-year-old said, "No,
MeeMaw! The sign says cash
only." I replied, "That's OK
because it doesn't cost much
for kids." He piped up again,
"MeeMaw, the sign says $4
for children."
As the line to the cashier
grew shorter, we decided that
we'd buy only one hot dog
and one drink, and wed share.
Unbeknownst to me,a young
lady standing in front of us
overheard our conversation.
When she reached the cashier,
she purchased her tickets, then
turned to me and handed me
three tickets to see our movie.
I was shocked and delighted
and so were the boys. I tried
to thank her, but she was gone
in a flash.
Abby, I will never forget

TodayinHistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 14,
the 45th day of 2007. There are
320 days left in the year. This is
Valentine's Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 14, 1929, the "St.
Valentine's Day Massacre" took
place in a Chicago garage as seven
rivals of Al Capone's gang were
gunned down.
On this date:
In 1778, the American ship
Ranger carried the recently adopt-

ed Star and Stripes to a foreign
port for the first time as it arrived
in France.
In 1895, Oscar Wilde's final
play, "The Importance of Being
Earnest," opened at the St. James'
Theatre in London.
In 1903, the Department of
Commerce and Labor was established. (It was divided into separate departments of Commerce
and Labor in 1913.)
In 1912. Arizona became the
48th state of the Union.

In 1920. the League of Women
Voters was founded in Chicago;
its first president was Maud Wood
Park.
In 1979, Adolph Dubs, the U.S.
ambassador to Afghanistan, was
kidnapped in Kabul by Muslim
extremists and killed in a shootout
between his abductors and police.
In 1989, Iran's Ayatollah
Khomeini called on Muslims to
kill Sahnan Rushdie,author of"The
Satanic Verses," a novel condemned as blasphemous.
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and have tried to pass her generous act forward. I hope she
sees this letter so she will
know what an impact her spontaneous act of kindness had
on
us. -GRATEFUL
MEEMAW
IN
AUSTIN,
TEXAS
DEAR MEEMAW: So do
I. Acts of kindness are like
pebbles tossed into a reflecting pool. The ripples radiate
outward long after the deed
is done.
DEAR ABBY: I know you
sometimes enjoy sharing amusing incidents with your readers. Years ago, we lived in a
friendly community of row
houses with attached garages.
I was attending college at the
time, and usually returned home
around midnight.
My best pal, my cat Peg,
would wait for me on top of
the garage. When I left the
garage, Peg would jump on
my shoulders and remain there
for several hours after I went
inside to study.
One night I was delayed
getting home. My next-door
neighbor, an alcoholic, came
home from a party stewed to
the gills around the time I
usually got there. There were
no lights in the garage, and it
was very dark.
Assuming it was me, Peg
jumped on his shoulders as he
left the garage. My neighbor
screamed and yelled. The neighbors came out to see what
was going on. The police
arrived. Hysteria ensued.
The next day the morning
paper had the headline, "Wild
Animal Escapes From Zoo." - MORRIS W. IN ARIZONA
DEAR MORRIS: And I
know which one. It was one
of their pink elephants.

I wear hats all the time,
favorite hats I've worn for
years. I had
to set bands,
combs and
clips into the
bands
because they
were always
too big. My
hair
was
thicker,
Dr. Gott penned and
colored. A
few
years
By
Dr. Peter Gott ago, I put on
a great deal
of weight. (Retirement did not
agree with me.) I have since
lost most of that weight. My
clothes are now too big and
my shoes are too big, but my
hats are too tight and getting
worse, if I can wear any of
them.
I went to several doctors
because of my head size. I
was not expecting my head to
increase in size, so I did not
take measurements. I have only
my collection of hats to judge
the increased size. I had several bone-density tests and was
told that bones do not increase
after puberty. I do realize the
body's bones can become heavier as we age. I have always
enjoyed physical activities and
a healthful diet.
I do not have headaches,
but I have a ringing in my
head when my energy slows

down. The ringing is in my
head, not in my ears. Any
comments?
DEAR READER: Increas-

Sinus infections typically
involve the sinus tissues in the

cheeks and above the eyes.
You should first check with
your family physician for an
exam and treatment. If you need
antibiotics, if your situation
worsens or if your doctor has
been unable to help you, a referral to an ear-nose-and-throat
specialist would be appropriate.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Diabetes."

ing head circumference may

ContractBridge
Evasive Tactics Pay Off

IMO

DEAR ABBY: Please help
me. My lover and I have been
disagreeing lately and are considering couples counseling.
However,he keeps insisting that
we see the Marriage counselor
he and his wife are currently
seeing.
I want to make this relationship work, but I think its
inappropriate to receive counseling from the same one that
they are currently seeing. What
do you think? -- NEEDS
THERAPY IN TEXAS
DEAR NEEDS THERAPY: I think you should definitely have some sessions with
the therapist who is counseling your lover and his wife.
They could prove enlightening. I'm willing to bet the faun
that the same issues that have
caused him to cheat on her
are the ones at the root of
your problems with him. And
I'm not at all sure that "making this relationship work"
would ultimately be in your best
interests.

reflect a relatively common
condition known as Paget's
disease, an affliction marked
by islands of overactive bone
tissue in various pans of the
body that can cause pain,
headaches and hearing problems. However, Paget's disease usually produces few, if
any, symptoms.
The diagnosis is made using
blood tests and bone scans.
Other causes include multiple
myeloma,
an
overactive
parathyroid gland and metastatic cancer. Treatment depends
on the cause.
I urge you to share my
comments with your physician,
who can order the necessary
testing and, I hope, provide
you with a diagnosis.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Do
most diabetics have a growth
in the roof of their mouths? I
have had a bad sinus infection that seems to have come
from my mouth, nose and
throat. Breathing is difficult.
Is it a problem for a noseand-throat specialist, or a family doctor?
DEAR READER: Diabetics do not ordinarily have
growths in their mouths.

point and it lost, there would be a
North dealer.
substantial danger of West's putting
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
his partner on lead with a club to
obtain a heart ruff.
•Q3
Since you can afford a trump
'11J 76
loser, a somewhat better idea is 1,1
•K 1083 2
forgo the trump finesse and simply
•A 107
EAST
play the ace and another spade
WEST
7
instead. However, this merely
•K 2
V984 3 2
improves your chances without actuVA
•A.1964
•Q 7 5
ally assuring them. In the actual case.
•K 9 5
you would still go down one. West
tiliQ 4 3 2
would win the second trump and lead
SOUTH
a club to his partner's king, and
•A J 10 96 5 4
1110 K Q 105
East's heart return would deli',er the
killing blow.
•—
+8 6
In view of the bidding, by far the
best approach is to lead the king of
The bidding:
South West
diamonds at trick three and on it disNorth
East
card the eight of clubs! This entryPass
Pass
2•
I•
Pass
2 11
Pass
destroying play allows West to score
Dble
Pass
a diamond trick he is not entitled to
2 NT
Pass
3*
make, but, more importantly. it sev 4•
ers the line of communication
Opening lead — ace of hearts.
Let's say you're in four spades between West and East.
West takes the king of diamonds
and West leads the ace of hearts, then
shifts to the deuce of clubs, which with the ace but is helpless. Whatyou win with dummy's ace. How
er he returns, you win and play the
ace and another trump. West winds
should you continue?
a spade. a
Because you have bid heart', it is up scoring three tricks
virtually certain that West's opening heart and a diamond — but nev er
lead of the ace is a singleton. If you gets his heart ruff, and you wind up
were to try a spade finesse at this scoring a game.
Tomorrow: The best-laid plans ...
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1 Bud holder
5 Snow boot
8 Hot soak
12 Porter and
stout
13 Letter before
fognuf
14 Graceful steed
15 Fill 8 pipe
16 Suffix for hero
17 Town near
Lake Tahoe
18 WXY phone
buttons
20 Type
of microscope
22 Punch or kiss
24 Klutz
27 Cartoon
shrieks
30 Layered entree
32 Tubular pasta
33 Wildcat strike
34 Dispatch
35 Type of board
37 Dueler's
weapon

38 Corral
39 Cobra toxin
41 Part of mpg
42 Rathskeller fare
46 Adhesives
49 Ginza
purchase
51 Pizazz
53 Barely scrapes
by
54 Coffee brewer
55 "Run — Run"
56 Provided
temporarily
57 Sink downward
58 Pound sound
DOWN
1 Large tank
2 Economist
— Greenspan
3 it may jackknife
4 Sports channel
5 Rainbow maker
6 Happy sighs
7 Funny
8 Cows' home
9 — you asleep?

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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2-14 C 2007 Limed Feature Syndicate, Inc
10 Make leather
11 Cinemax rival
19 Slalom run
21 Authorizes
23 Straighten
24 Curved mottling

25 Author — Rice
26 Pet rock or
mood nng
27 Ireland
28 School near
Windsor
Castle
29 Aunts arid
uncles
31 Viper
32 Zero, in sports
33 Disagreeable
36 Common contrachon
37 Low-fat meat
40 Not paid
41 Attention

Rest of KY/TN
dame,local= a Plea
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I'VE BEEN THINKING..
DO D065 60 TO
HEAVEN WHEN THEY DIE?

43 Feel sure of
44 Blackthorn
45 Willowy
46 Thicken
47 Luau
instrument
48 Checkers
pieces
50 borne buy
52 Tots time-out
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Happy Valentine's Day
Daddy. Mommy. Sissy. KaKa.
Dada, and Mama Rain'
Lose. Rainey Ray (Ukiah,.
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happy Valentine's Day Landon
We love you'

Autumn & James Rime
V.'e love you N ith

I lvi' you,
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Monuny, Daddy. Nana. Papa.
& Grandma
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our Special Valentines.
'aleb and Emily

Happy Valentine's Day to all our
friends and family!
Arista &

Nana &I";
Walker
I

Manning
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ove Momins & Daddy
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You are the hest Valentine A.1 all
limes We love you'
Daddy & Momma
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Happy Valentine's Day to our
sweethearts We love you
Jacob & ittrod Woods

c Preston.
Happy Valentine's Day to our
#1 Grandson!
All our love. Gran & Grandad Carraway

(irandina & Granddaddy

L.J
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Happy 'Salentine Das Serums
We lose sou'
Slott' & Dad
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Happy Valentine's Day Connoi
V‘e love von'
A Dad
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Happy Valentine's Day Trace'

Happy Valentine's Day
Blake Seavers
We love you'
Mommy & Daddy

lAuse. Grandmommy K.
GrarkUinuns & Aunt less
•
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Our precious J P
Love. Mom. Dad, Nana, PaPa,
Granny, Pa, Grandma Ola.
Uncle Jeff
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Valentines
Aralyn Ann & Gnffin
Happy Valentine's Day'
.4, of love (;maims
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Happy Valentine'. Day
Reagan & Megan Pittenger

Happy Valentine's Day
We I OVI.• YOU
MOM111.1 tk Daddy
,
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Garrett & Tristan
No matter how big you get, you'll
always be our special Valentines
PaPa & Gramm
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Preslee,
You are our little sweetheart.
Happy Valentine's Day.
Love, Nana & Pawpaw

Happy Valentine's Day Alex
Shultz — we love you!
Love you, Grammy & Pappy

Happy Valentine's Day!
We love you Makayla & Ciarra
Memaw & Papaw

Happy Valentine's Day!
We love you Ally.
Memaw & Papaw

c\-1

Happy Valentine's Day
Granny & Paw Paw

Happy Valentine's Day
Bo Broadway!

To the cutest Valentines ever
Happy Valentine's Day.

Love, Katalyn

Love, Crystal Duvall

Love, Mummy & Daddy

To the sweetest little Valentine we /
know, Cody Off.
We love you very much.
Daddy & Mornmy

Happy Valentine's Day!
We love you Taylor.
Memaw & Papaw

Addyson Grace Burkeen,
Happy Valentine's Day to our Little
Angel Girl We love you!
, Meme, Granddaddy & Uncle Jordan

Si
Happy Valentine's Day!
i
Love, Dakota & Brayden Sterling

To our precious little Colton.
All our love.
Mommy & Daddy, Grandma &
•kins
Grandpa

Happy Valentie's Day, Mainaw
Papaw, Gandad & Grammy, Great /
Gandad Fain
Lave, Hunter Winebarger

To our sweethearts
Alexis Fain 'Love, Gandad & Memaw,
Hunter Winebarger - Love,
Gandad & Grammy

Happy Valentine's Daddy
You are my Valentine!
Love, Ainsley Brooke

My Valentine Burlin,
You are aid Jesus. We are apart, but you
will always live in my beat Love, Juanita

1
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.'\

Happy Valentine's Day
Mylee Grace. We love you!
Momma & Dada

1

1r41

II Happy Valentine's Day Mommy &
Daddy, Ninney & PaPa,
Nan & Granddadaddy
Love, Ashto Lane

To the cutest, sweetest Valentine
ever! Mylee Grace Smith
We love you,
Papaw & LaLa. Bippy & Coco

We love you, Eve!
Love always.
Daddy & Mommy

)c.1:4c
Or•

For Eve.
We love you
Love. Mamaw & PawPaw

1C

To our Sweet Princess,
Bailey Michelle Derby!
We love you! Hugs & Kisses,
Mommy & Daddy X0X0X0

To our Precious Angel,
Hannah Lyn Derby!
We love you! Hugs & Kisses,
Mommy & Daddy X0X0X0

We love you Kayden!
Jeremy & Becky Key
Jimmy & Kaye Key
Delbert & Edna Underhill

Mill.1111

Happy Valentine's Day
Sarah & Jonah.
We love you! Hugs & Kisses
Gran & Grandadd

Bohannon
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Love and Kisses to
McKenna and Jason
From Papaw & Nana Fandrich

Love and Kisses to
Sydney & Grayton
From Papaw & Nana Fandrich

Love and !Clues to
Austin & Luke
From Papaw & Nana Fandrich

All my love to my beautiful
Sydney. You will always he my
baby.
Love. M

y
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ee
m
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HaymyeVtalie
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Randy Collie,
Whitney & Sydney
Carver,

Brian & Shelby Blalock,
You two are always in my
heart.

You two light up my life.

Love, Dottie

Love, Dottie

Better known as
#5, R.C., Kojisk
or Mud Puppy .
Happy Valentine's
Day!

eiatets214,4cigets
'MTA MP<411 r‘c'Zk
'James Belisle,
Kynzlee & Kylee Fox

iod has blessed us with four
beautiful. special children
laden and Austin Bailey, and in
lo‘ ing memory of
Brandt and Krislyn.

Happy Valentine's

We love you both
very much!

Day!

Love,
Mommy & Daddy

Mom & Dad
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I Destiny Ahart,
1
Happy Valentine's Day
Dalton Erwin!

1-5 You are our special —
sunshine.

We love you.
Mamma, Nana,
Papa & Uncle Dack

1
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Seasons come & go, you get
older with each season, but
these priceless moments are
captured in a single blink!

happy Valentine's Day
to all of our friends and
family.

Happy Valentine's Day
Keagan Christopher
Ray Duvall

Marisa. Aaron
Madison Todd

Love. Mom & Dad
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Patience Ahart,
You are our special
angel.
Happy Valentine's
Day!
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Happy Valentine's
• Day to all our
friends and family.

To my
Valentine.
my nephew
Noah

We love you all
very much!

*v.* c

Happy Valentine's
Day!

Day ManaMaw & Papa. MeMaw & Grandpa!
HaPpy Valentine's
le
We love you!
From !, our little sweethearts.1),. Lee & KayBre

Love,
Uncle
Christopher

Love,
Parker & Madison
Hobbs
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.
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Breaker Breaker
269,
You are my life,
my world,
my everything!

etobtf
,71151)

W4740;
Redneck,
I loved you then.

(Do Garland)
V lentine's Da), to our"ris
ra
I I.ir‘
c Rachel. Sarah. Hayden. Ashton. and Aleesa j

,
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fiapr, Valentine.% Da3, Rachel
Mom & Dad

hal

Happy Valentine's Day Sarah
Love.
Mom & Dad

I love you now.
I will always
love you.
Babygirl
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LADY RACER HOOPS

NASCAR

TENNESSEE 89, KENTUCKY 85

Daytona
cheating
scandal

Lady Racers
go from
nightmare to
Dreamgirls

CREW CHIEFS
SUSPENDED,
DRIVERS DOCKED
POINTS

3 STRAIGHT VICTORIES HAS
MSU BACK IN OVC HUNT
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
A mere two weeks ago, the
Murray State Lady Racers'
dream
2006-07
season
appeared to be turning into a
nightmare.
In first place in their quest
for
an
Ohio
Valley
Conference championship,
the Lady Racers inexplicably
reverted
to
back
their old
ways
by
losing three
of
four
games to
close the
month of
Felton
January and
open February.
But instead of continuing
that tailspin, Murray (16-7,
12-4 OVC) has fought back
with three straight victories to
stand tied with rival Southeast
Missouri State (17-7, 12-4)
entering Thursday's home
game against Tennessee State.
And now the Lady Racers
are perhaps four games away
from doing something no
other MSU women's team has

done — win at least a share of
a league title.
By sweeping its final four
games against TSU, Eastern
Illinois, Tennessee Tech and
Tennessee-Martin, Murray
can earn no less than a share
of the crown.
"It's good to get back on
the winning track," said MSU
head coach Joi Felton earlier
this week. "It's good to see us
win two home games. In the
quest for a championship,
you've got to be able to take
care of your home court, and
we've done that. I'm proud of
our kids."
The Lady Racers not only
won three in a row; they were
dominant in doing so, hammering Jacksonville State on
the road before blasting both
Eastern
Kentucky
and
Morehead State last week at
the Regional Special Events
Center.
Murray State has rebounded primarily with its explosive offensive unit, which
shot over 50 percent from the
floor against both EKU and
Morehead.
IN See MSU,2C
AP

UT's Chns Lofton reacts to hitting a 3-point basket against Kentucky in the first half Tuesday in
Knoxville, Tenn. Kentucky coach Tubby Smith, back, looks on.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
ROUNDUP

ng

Sweeping
Sensation
HOKI1 s GET SECOND
1% IN OVER No.4
NORTH CAR(HANA IN
OVERTIME
CHAPEL HILL, NC.(AP)

"It's just a timing thing. I
just happened to be in the right
place at the right time,"
Washington said. "He tried to
shoot, and I got a hand on it,
just like the Duke game."
Zabian Dowdell scored a
-- Two visits to Tobacco career-high 33 points, then
Road, two game-sealing teamed with Washington to
blocked shots. Virginia Tech's stop Lawson cold in the final
Deron Washington might be at seconds of overtime.
Markus Sailes gave North
his best when he's airborne in
Carolina one last chance when
overtime.
For the second time this he missed two free throws
season, Washington blocked a with 7.1 seconds left. Lawson
shot in the closing seconds to rushed down the court and
seal a shocking road upset of a took a quick shot, but Dowdell
traditional Atlantic Coast tied it up. Lawson recovered
the ball and shot again from
Conference power.
He swatted away Ty the lane, but Washington swatLawson's final attempt to pre- ted it away.
Washington "is a good
serve the Hokies' 81-80 overtime victory over No. 4 North security blanket to have,"
Carolina on Tuesday night for Dowdell said. "I saw him, told
an improbable season sweep him to help me out and he
of the Tar Heels. It was a made a big play."
Wayne Ellington grabbed
clutch play reminiscent of his
crucial block of Greg Paulus's the ball and the buzzer soundshot in last month's overtime ed just before he released and
hit a 3-pointer.
upset of then-No. 5 Duke.

VOLS RETIRE FIRST BASKETBALL JERSEY
WIN CHESS MATCH OVER WILDCATS
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennessee celebrated the return of
one of its greatest all-time players
and his teammates with a victory
over its biggest rival.
Chris Lofton scored 23 points
and Duke Crews added 18 to help
the Volunteers upset No. 20
Kentucky 89-85 on Tuesday night.
Tennessee
(18-8,
6-5
Southeastern Conference) had
plenty of motivation with the
school's big promotion of the game
— "Paint the Town Orange"— and
a halftime ceremony to retire No.
53 worn by former All-American
and NBA All-Star Bernard King.
Not to mention the opponent
was border rival Kentucky (18-7,
7-4), which as usual had its share of
Big Blue fans who made the trip to
Thompson-Boling Arena.
"It's a great night for Tennessee
basketball and Bernard King is still
beating Kentucky. That's six in a
row for Bernard,- said Tennessee
coach Bruce Pearl. who was again
wearing that blinding orange blazer.

AP

Former Tennessee basketball player Bernard King, left, talks to
fans during a ceremony to retire his No. 53 jersey Tuesday night.
Behind King are former coach Ray Mears, seated, University of
Tennessee president John Petersen, men's athletic director Mike
Hamilton and former teammate Ernie Grundfeld.
"I thank Kentucky and (coach)
lobby Smith and his basketball
team for helping us celebrate this

with a tremendous basketball
game. It wouldn't be the same
See VOLS, 2C

DAYTONA BEACH,
Fla.(AP)—As far as Brian
France is concerned, nothing NASCAR does will
ever fully eliminate the
cheating that plagues the
stock car series.
But levying stiff fines
will certainly make a crew
think twice before crossing
the line. That was the goal
Tuesday as NASCAR suspended four crew chiefs for
cheating and took the
unprecedented step of docking four drivers points
before the season-opening
Daytona 500.
Whether it's enough to
clean up the sport remains
to be seen.
"You have a lot of rules
that are up for interpretation, you're going to have a
couple of people who want
to try the system," said
France, NASCAR's chairman. "There's a lot on the
line. That's been going on
forever. It will go on forever.
"But it's our job to escalate penalties. It will be
undeniable that when you
keep pushing the system
and test the integrity of the
sport, we will do whatever
it takes."
NASCAR suspended the
crew chiefs for Matt
Kenseth, Kasey Kahne,
Scott Riggs and Elliott
Sadler in its strongest statement to date on cheating.
All four cars„failed qualify'and a fifth,
ictiael W4-flip's startup
Toyota Camry, faces additional penalties that could
be even more severe.
Robbie Reiser, crew
chief for Kenseth, and
Kenny Francis, crew chief
for Kahne, were suspended
four races and fined
$50,000 each. Their drivers
were docked 50 points each.
Rodney .Childers, crew
chief for Riggs, and Josh
Brown, crew chief for
Sadler, were suspended two
races and fined $25,000.
Their drivers were docked
25 points each.
Kahne, Riggs and Sadler
are teammates at Evernham
Motorsports. Kenseth, the
2003 series champion and
runner-up last season,
drives for Roush Racing.
All four crew chiefs can
appeal, a process that could
allow them to work the
Great American Race. If
they do and the committee
cannot schedule a hearing
before Sunday's race, they
would be allowed to participate.
But Roush
Racing
already has a replacement
for Reiser, and said the 500
will be the first race he has
missed since the team's
inception in 1999 — a
stretch of 255 races.
The harsh punishment is
unprecedented but not
unexpected:
NASCAR
threatened last summer to
ratchet up its fines to curb
the cheating.
"They are doing exactly
what they said they were
going to do,” said two-time
series champion Tony
Stewart.

SPRING TRAINING

Torre open to managing beyond '07
TORRE WILL EARN $7.5
MILLION THE FINAL SEASON
OF A THREE-YEAR DEAL

AP

Virginia Tech's Jamon Gordon, top right, and Deron
Washington, left, celebrate with Zabian Dowell (1) their
81-80 upset over North Carolina in overtime Tuesday
night.

TAMPA,Fla.(AP)—Joe Torre sat behind
the manager's desk,and George Steinbrenner
was surrounded by cameras as he limped
down the tunnel outside the clubhouse at
Legends Field. The Yankees were back in
business Tuesday, opening spring training
after another of their typically tumultuous
offseason.

After Detroit eliminated the Yankees in
the first round of last year's playoffs, Torre
wasn't sure he'd be allowed to return for a
12th season as manager. But Steinbrermer
was persuaded to keep him on for the final
season of his contract, and Torre sounded
open to managing beyond 2007.
"I don't know yet. The way I feel now, I
say yes," he said. "It's exciting. I'm looking
forward to it. Every year is different, and
that's what I think keeps it stimulating."
Torre will earn $7.5 million the final season of a three-year deal that paid him $6.7

million in each of the previous two years.
"Is there pressure on me
because I don't have a contract?" he asked out loud.
"No more pressure, my
mind, than there always is,
as far as I'm concerned."
He led the Yankees to
Torre
four World Series titles in
his first five seasons, but the Yankees haven't
won one since 2000. They haven't even been
to the Series since 2003.
rr
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OVC ROUNDUP

Colonels
clip Samford

flaverstock
Insurance Agency
John

TTU,EIU,JAX STATE
k IA, WIN IN OVC ACTION
RICHMOND, Ky. (API
.Vtani Leonard hit a .-pointer
with lour minutes left and
Eastern Kentucky hit lise tree
throws in the final 37 ses.-onds as
the Colonels heat Samford 46Oc
night
Leonard finished Na ith 12
isoints tiir Eastern I 16-9, 11-6
Hitt. Valley Conlerencel. and
Michael Brock also scored 12.
Mike Rose added 111.
tas is Peters.iii led Samford
114 12. II 61 with 2 1 points.
!minding the team's first 11
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Austin Peay
15-2 (18-7)
Tennessee Ter.ti 12-5 i 16-113
Eastern Ky
11-6 (16-9)
Murt,ty StLite

Samford
Southeast Mo
Jacksonville St.
filr;fc't*-,1,!
Tennessee St.
Eii -,trirr
UT-Martin

11-6 (13- 121

11-6(14-12)
8-10 0-17)
6-11 (8-18)
6-11 (10-15i
6-11 (10-17)
5-14 (7-22)

CHARLESTON. III. (AP, -Romain Martin scored 17 points
and lake Byrne added 16 as
Eastern I Ilirti ins heat Southeast
Missouri 77-69 Ttlesda, night.
Roderick Pearson scored 17
points to lead Southeast
Missouri t 111-17. 8-10i.
Jacksonville St. 57,
!Morehead St. 52
MOREHEAD. Ky. (AP) Nick Smith hit two tree throws
with lour seconds left as
Jacksonville
State
beat
Morehead State 57-52 Tuesday
night.
Shaun
Williams
pulled
Morehead State (10-15, 6-11
obit, Valley CoMerencel to
%Mini two points at 54-52, hitting two tree throws with 16 second. lett.

Harold Crow's run-out dunk
tin tire inbounds play for
Jackstins die (8- IS, 6-111 with
I
seconds to go gave the
Gamecocks a 56-52 lead.
Morehead State had the hall but
missed a t-pointer, setting up
Smith's tree throws.

THE TOP PRIZE: The winning team in the Murray
Elementary School second third and fourth grade tournament championship is pictured with its trophies Team
members include (front row, from left) Megan Greer.
Sydney Vogt. Halley Bailey,(back row) Coah Andy Cowen.
Haley Cowen, Bethany Vogt, Hannah Hill, Ashley Bailey.
McKenzie Lamar and Coach Tiffany Payne

•Vols
ter alter being down." Smith
said. "You can't give a team like
King and teammate Ernie Tennessee this many chances."
A 7-0 run by Kentucky cut it
Grunteld, who is now director of
basketball operations for the to 70-68 with 6:22 left. The
Washington Wizards, formed Wildcats trimmed it to one point
-The Ernie & Bernie Show" in twice after that and finally tied it
the late 1970s when Tennessee at 77 with 3:54 to go, but the Vols
didn't give up the lead.
ruled the nvalry.
After Kentucky's Randolph
Alter King lost to Kentucky
as a freshman in 1975, he vowed Morris scored with 1:46 left to
he would never lose to the make it 83-81, the Wildcats had
Wildcats again,and his team won two straight turnovers and couldn't get off a shot until it was too
five sinught.
The Wikk:ats had won 1(J of late.
Lotion went 5-of-6 at the foul
11 against Tennessee and four
line
in the final 29.5 seconds to
straight in Knoxville. Kentucky
won this year's earlier meeting in ice the game.
Wayne Chism added 16 points
Lexington 76-57. but Lofton didand
Ramar Smith had 10 for
n't play in that game because of a
Tennessee.
sprained right ankle.
Kentucky was led by Joe
The SEC's leading scorer
made a difference this time when Crawford with 24 points while
the Vols had a key 15-5 run in the Ramel Bradley and Morris each
first half that gave them the lead added 14 and Jodie Meeks had
10. Morris also grabbed 12
for good.
But Kentucky. didn't go away rebounds.
-There was no point in the
and set up a dramatic finish.
After Tennessee pushed its lead game we thought we would lose
to 16 with 16:38 left, the no matter how many we were
down,'' Morris said."We clawed
Wildcats kept chipping away.
"I thought our team fought our way back, but came up short
hard and showed a lot of charac- in the end.-
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WOMEN'S
COOIFERENCE
STANDINGS

OVC(Over)
School
Southeast MO. 12-4 (17-7)
Murr3y State
12-4 i16-7.
Morehead State 11-5 (12-13)
Tennessee Ted' 10-8 1 11-16
Samford
9-7 (14-11)
UT-Martin
9-9 (14-12
Austin Peay
8-9 (9-17)
hi+rc Ky
6-10 (9-16+
Eastern Illinois 6-10 (9-16)
in,yillt-• St 4-12 17-18
J,
Tennessee St. 4-13 (7-19)
overall record and a 4-13 mark
in OVC play — which has them
mired in last place in the league
standings — they have shown
marked improvement from a
year ago. when they went winless in 27 outings.
-Tennessee State's going to
come in here with a lot of confidence,"
Felton
claimed
"They've improved tremendously. Last year, they were
playing seven or eight freshmen
But now those players have
expenence. It's going to be a
challenge for us, but we've got
to take care of business."

at Murray State
if
Basketball
er:

Nobody can protect your AUTO
to
any bettor than we can!
753-3415
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY •

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Ma's

CONFERENCE
STANDINGS
OVC(Overall)

Williams

State Auto
ineuranat

Wednesday, February 14"
at the RSEC
Racers vs. Tennessee State @ 7:00 p.m.
"Sorry for Singles Night"

4$

Anyone who is single can receive
a discounted $4 ticket at the door

SIU holds
ground in
MVC
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. I AP)
— Randal Falker had a feeling
that the first team to score 50
points would win the defensive
struggle between Southern
Illinois and Missouri State.
He was right.
Felker scored 20 points to
help the 16th-ranked Salukis to
a 51-47 win on Tuesday night
in a matchup of the top two
teams in the Missouri Valley
Conference.
"The defense did it for us. It
was a dogfight arid in a dogfight, the first one to 50 wins,"
Falker said."We got there first.
Thankfully, we won."
It appeared that SIU 122-5.
13-3) might be on the verge of
seeing its eight-game winning
streak end late in the second
half but Falker and Jamaal
Tatum combined for sevenstraight points to put the game
out of reach for Missouri State.
"We just tried to stay poised
and I wanted to make sure that
they knew I had confidence in
them to make plays," said
Southern Illinois coach Chris
Lowery. "It's a great character
trait of these seniors to never
say die. We've had some bad
losses here so it was very
important to these seniors to
come here and get a win."
The Salukis. who have the
fourth-best scOnng defense in
the nation allowing- 56 points
per game, sty ntied the Bears.
Missouri State came in
averaging 75.7 points.
-Everybody on our team
stepped up and contnbuted. We
had people makings stops,
making shots, making free
throws," Tatum said.

Tuesday's scores
By The Associated Press
P9,EP BASKETBALL
("Boys Basketboll
Adair Co 51, Bethlehem 36
Ashland Blazer 81, Rowan Co 65
Barbourville 69, Leslie Co. 59
Bardstown 62. Marion Co 45
Barren Co 69, Russell Co. 66
Belfry 77, Williamson, W.Va 58
Boyle Co 71, Mercer Co. 66
Caldwell Co 79, University Heights 69
Calloway Co 62, Carlisle Co 61
Casey Co 74 Danville 66
Central Hardin 83, Hart Co 52
Christian Co. 70. Hoplunsville 63
Clay Co 83, Lynn Camp 62
Corbin 75, Rockcastle Co 58
Dames,. Co 55, Warren East 46
East Jessamine 66 Wooctiord Co. 64,
OT
Edmonson Co 63, Logan Co 34
Elizabethtown 72, Lou St Xavier 56
Eminence 60 Lou St Francis 49
Evangel Chnstian 65, Burgin 48
Fort Knox 64. Breckinndge Co. 62, 201
Frederick Fraize 58. Whitesville Trinity
52
Garrard Co 84, Model 71
Greenup Co 49, Lawrence Co. 47
Greenwood 50, Allen Co.-Scottsville 45
Hazard 62. Letcher County Cent-al 56
Henderson Co 69. Muhlenberg South
54
Jackson City 65. Riverside Chnstian 37
John Hardin 32, Build Central 26
Johnson Central 63, Pike Co Central
62,01
June Buchanan 60, Breathitt Co. 56
Knott Co Central 50, Corcka 47
Knox Central 66, Cawood 48
Lea Bryan Station 95. Lex. Lafayette 60
Lea Christian 75, Frankfort 52
Lea Henry Clay 66, Lex. Paul Dunbar
59
Lea Sayre 108, Berea 42
Lea Tales Creek 74. Franklin Co.67
Lextroon Catholic 69, George Rogers
Clark 45
Lincoln Co 66, Pulaski Southwestern
SI
Lou Atherton 74, Lou Waggoner 71
Lou Ballard 78, Lou Male 52
Lou Brown 63, Lou Ky. Country Day 44
Lou Collegiate 66, Lou Portland
Christian 43
Lou. DeSales 55. Lou, Shawnee 37
Lou. Iroquois 68, Lou. Fern Creek 63
Lou Moore 58, Bullitt East 55
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 55. Lou
Fairdale 49
Lou Seneca 82, Lou Western 67
Lou Southern 67, Lou Valley 54
Madison Southern 75, Estill Co 53
Marshall Co 69, Heath 64,01
Mayfield 46, Graves Co. 43
McLean Co. 84, Buller Co.60
Meade Co 57, Grayson Co. 47
Meicalfe Co 56. Glasgow 51
Monroe Co 61, Cumberland Co 48
North Hardin 66. Campbellsville 49
North Laurel 72, Buckthorn 70
Owensboro 61, Hancock Co 50
Owensboro Catholic 75. Providence 46
Paducah Tilghman 53. Lone Oak 43

Paintsville 75, Betsy Layne 69
Perry Co Central 60, Wolfe Co. 49
Pik/ivies 73. East Ridge 52
Pineville 64. Harlan 59
Raceland 64, East Carter 53
Red Bird 81, Evans 41
Rose Hill Christian 58, Boyd Co 55
Russell 63, West Carter 39
Shelby Co 60 Spencer Co 56
St. Mary 75. Fulton City 64
Trigg Co 64, Fort Campbell 55
Warren Central 82, Ohio Co. 51
Washington Co. 78, Taylor Co. 71
Webster Co 66, Crittenden Co 50
Whitley Co 76 Middlesboro 68
POSTPONEMENTS AND
CANCELLATIONS
Montgomery' Co vs Pendleton Co.
ppd
Beechwood vs Bellevue. ppd.
Silver Grove vs. Dayton. ppd
Villa Madonna vs Ludlow, ppd.
Western Hills vs St Henry. ppd
Girls Basketball
Ballard Memorial 50, Lou. Male 38
Barren Co 48, Russell Co. 35
Bowling Green 65, Todd Co Central 36
Caldwell Co. 69. University Heights 44
Central Hardin 71, Adair Co. 63
Clay Co. 92. Bell Co 58
Corbin 50, Rockcastle Co. 41
Cntlenden Co. 58. Dawson Springs 49
Edmonson Co 55, Logan Co 45
Elizabethtown 72, Hart Co. 58
Franklin-Simpson 63, Muhlenberg
South 39
Greenwood 47. Allen Co.-Scoasvitle 35
Jackson Co. 49. Barbourville 43
John Hardin 70, Campbellsville 36
lea Sayre 63, Ky. School for the Deaf 4
Lexington Catholic 98. Lou. Mercy 82
Lou. Assumption 49. North Burka 35
Lou. Atherton 64. Lou Waggener 38
Lou. Butler 67, Shelby Co 59
Lou Fairdale 67, Lou Pleasure Ridge
Park 49
Lou. Holy Cross 51, Lou Central 46
Lou. Ky. Country Day 51, Lou Brown 20
Lou. Presentation 88. Lou Doss 45
Lou. Sacred Heart 64, Lou. Christian
Academy 62. 201
Lou. Southern 49, Lou. Valley 48
Lou, Western 52, Lou Seneca 25
Marion Co. 49, Bardstown 46
'Mercer Co. 53. Boyle Co. 44
Metcalfe Co. 50, Glasgow 30
Monroe Co. 59, Cumberland Co. 58
Nelson Co 61, LaRue Co. 27
North Hardin 64, Lex. Henry Clay 50
Paducah Tilghman 73, Lone Oak 45
Pulaski Southwestern 73, Danville 42
Riverside Chnstian 43, Jackson City 39
South Oldham 57, Bullit1 East 49
Taylor Co. 47, Washtngton Co. 36
Whitley Co. 52, Middlesboro 31
Williamsburg 66, Monticello 63. 201
POSTPONEMENTS AND
CANCELLATIONS
Boone Co vs Holmes. ppd
Conner vs. Lloyd Memorial, ppd
St. Henry vs Newport. pad
Notre Dame vs Ryle. ppd
Simon Kenton vs. Scott. pad
Campbell Co vs Augusta, ppd.

MAVERICKS WIN EIGHTH
STRAIGHT; HEAT ROLLING
INTO ALL-STAR BREAK
By The Associated Press
The NBA champion Heat
The Dallas Mavericks used a have won seven of eight to even
strong fourth quarter to rally for their record at 26-26 going into
their eighth straight win. The the All-Star break. Riley will be
Miami Heat are rolling, too, and back next week after recovering
when they return to the court from surgeries on his hip and
after the All-Star game, coach knee.
Pat Riley will be back on the
"I'm just glad we won. We've
sideline for the first time since gotten to the point we kept talkJan. 3.
ing about," said interim coach
Dirk Nowitzki had 38 points. Ron Rothstein, who went 13-9 as
11 rebounds and eight assists, Riley's replacement and helped
and the Mays overcame a 16- the team recover from being six
point second-half deficit to pull games under .500 on Jan. 27.
out a 99-93 victory at "Now this is our launching pad
Milwaukee on Tuesday night. for after the break."
The Mavericks. with the NBA's
In other games Tuesday night,
hest record of 43-9, outscored It was: San Antonio 107, New
the Bucks 28-11 in the fourth Jersey 82: Memphis 108, New
quarter. Milwaukee self-destruc- Orleans 104: Toronto 112,
ted with six turnovers and failed Chicago Ill: Houston 109,
to hit a field goal in the final Sacramento 104 in overtime; and
7:05.
New York 107. the Los Angeles
"We really scrambled trying Lakers 106.
to contest shots,- Nowitzki said.
Milwaukee',
Ruben
-We feel like we're a good Patterson. who finished with 20
defensive team, but we have to points, tied the score 93 by hitstep it up earlier. Especially on ting the second of two free
the road, you don't want a team throws. But Nowitzki drove and
to get up 16."
found Jason Terry for a I6-foot
Dallas took its first lead of the jumper that put Dallas ahead 95game, 93-92, with 1:04 to play 93 with 34.9 seconds left.
on Nciwitzki's layup after the
"Dirk Nowitzki is incrediMavericks got a third chance ble," Mavericks coach Avery
with a pair of offensive Johnson said. "Man, sometimes,
rebounds.
I get caught watching him, he's
Dwyane Wade shook off a so good."
bruised left shoulder to score 16
of his 35 points in the fourth
MEP SP01111411111 ET:
quarter. and Miami beat Portland
104-85 to get back to the .509
Lindy Suitor
Won WOivuoto Or
mart for the first time in three
months.
To as,on wur III Marro

k_

restart is WI*

Thursday, February 15th
at the RSEC
Lady Racers vs.
Tennessee State @ 7:00 p.m.

Remember to wear
your GOLD!

Ticket Office 270-809-4895 • www.goraters.com

Key Kar Rental
Call DOM C
7Jet)11.1

270-753-9955
Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY
Q Faughn Used Cars

eat IlleM St.• 713-5841

TV, radio
TODAY
AUTO RACING
3:30 p.m
SPEED — NASCAR Craftsman Truck
Senes. practice for Chevy Severado
HD 250 at Daytona Beech Fla
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6p m
ESPN
Ohio St at Penn St
ESPSt2 — Maryland at N C State
p.m.
ESPN — Duke at Boston College
9 p.m
VERSUS — Utah at Air Force

& Times
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MHS alumnus,

author, pro
ballplayer on
hand Friday
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FOOD CHECK: In

recognition of Food Check-Out Day, Cathy Pleasants, left, Kentucky Farm
Bureau Women's Advisory Committee Chair, met with Representative & Mrs. Melvin Henley to
extol the value inherent in the food that Kentuckians purchase and consume. Pleasants also
distributed baskets of Kentucky grown and packaged items as part of the day's activities.
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PEPPERS CHEVROLET
CADILLAC PRESIDENTS'
DAY SALE

Photo Prosnoed
RECOGNIZED FOR PROGRESS: Calloway County Solid Waste Coordinator Rita Burton, left,
accepts a certificate of recognition recently from Secretary Teresa Hill of the state
Environmental and Public Protection Cabinet, center. honoring Calloway for making outstand,ng progress in cleaning up dump sites across the county Standing next to Hill is Lisa Evans.
director of the state Division of Waste Management.

Special to the Ledger
Joe Graves, a 1976 Murray
High School alumnus and former professional baseball player for the Mets, Expos, Mlles,
and Yankees organizations, will
visit students in the Murray
Independent School District.
Graves will be on hand Friday and speak to students about
his career and his determination to never take "no" for an
answer.
Graves, who was selected
as a "Most School Spirit"
senior with two of his classmates, recently released his first
book, "I Sec Me In Your Eyes,"
and is available on-line at
www.joegillberg.com as well
as the Barnes and Noble website.
Graves wrote the book to
his son, Jake, as a high school
graduation present. Graves
grew up dreaming of playing
professional baseball. After
being cut both years in junior
high school and his first three
years in high school Graves'
aspiration finally became reality. A strong focus of perseverance and "not giving up"
on one's dream is included in
the book.
"If you know my dad, like
baseball, or like hearing funny
and sometimes touching stories, then you need to read
this book," Jake said. "It is
about my dad growing up striving to play professional baseball. As life would have it:
The day
he hurt his arm.
after his shoulder surgery, I
was born. He went from professional baseball player to professional dad."
A 1988 East Tennessee State
University graduate who now
lives in Union City, Tenn.,
Graves said he has always persistent with his dream. "I
believe as long as you commit yourself and continue on
with this commitment, a person can 4o anything he wants
to do," he said. "It was for
the love of 1h. game."
A general M14 assembly is
1 a.m.
scheduled from 1
public.
and is open to
Graves will hav opies of his
book on hand for sale.
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PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
Auditor: College tuition John
Deere, Husqvarna, Scag, Snapper, Ferris
Good thru March 15, 2007
hikes hurting enrollment
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — A push to increase the number
college graduates in Kentucky to the national average may
ha% e been jeopardized by skyrocketing tuition, auditors coneluded in a report released today.
State Auditor Crit Luallen said the findings suggest that
Kentucky may not be able to meet the goal set by lawmakers
alien they passed higher education reforms 10 years ago. They
,intet1 Kentucky to reach the national average by 2020.
The review by auditors from Luallen's office found that the
total number of Kentuckians enrolled as full-time college students has fallen by 900 since 2003. To turn that trend around,
auditors recommend reducing tuition for instate students and
increasing financial aid to needy Kentucky students.
Auditors said tuition has increased from an average $2,424
a year at the state's public universities to $5,522, roughly 128
percent over the past eight years.
"The data calls for urgent and dramatic action," Lii;Ilen
said in a written statement. "It simply must be a top priority
it *icy makers in Kentucky to make postsecondary education 'affordable for Kentuckians."

Turn Your Tax Return Into

0
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PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

APR Financing
for 60 Months on
CD Chevy Impala
_
..

All For Only

$4995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Fitter
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All For Only
995

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

APR Financing
for 60 Months on
CID Chevy
Silverado Classic
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ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
Ida Patrick • Richard Reed
408 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-7665

Murray'sSourceFor The Host_ifyi
Up-To-Date HomeFashiiisr,
Drapery Specialty Rods Custom Bedding
Upholstery • Design Serviceraillairell

an a qaal

753-6361

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Finng

All For Only

$10995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

ZERO TURN
Change Oil & Filter it needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing
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Up to $750.00 Extra Rebate for
Farm Bureau Members

All For Only

14995

Also

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles
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*0% APR Financing for .3.,..,
*AAR A 'i'•
36 Months On Most
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Any AddttionS1 Parts & Labor At Additional Comic
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harem Truck
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Murray Home & Auto

Wit aPproved GMAC Credit Not all buyers wd qualrN Photos for
dluotallon pupate only 01er valid wIth some butnot all iltter offers See
cider lor dee&
Farm Bureau must be member tor 30 days

"Whatever it takes, we want to Fe your car or truck company."

www.murrayhomeandauto.com
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ON THE HUNT: A pair of coyotes search for food in a field Monday in Mason County, Ky

GPS sneakers locate wearer with press of a button
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The sneakers work when the
wearer presses a button on the
shoe to activate the GPS. A
wireless alert detailing the location is sent to a 24-hour monitoring service that costs an
additional $19.95 a month.
In some emergencies — such
as lost child or Alzheimer's
patient -- a parent. spouse or
guardian can call the monitoring service, and operators can
activate the GPS remotely and
alert authorities if the caller
can provide the correct password.
But the shoe is not meant
for non-emergencies --- like to
find out if a teen is really at
the library or a spouse is really on a business trip. If authorities are called and it is not
an emergency, the wearer will
incur all law enforcement costs.
Daniel said.
Once the button is pressed,
the shoe will transmit information until the battery runs out.
While other GPS gadgets
often yield spotty results. Daniel
says his company has spent
millions of dollars and nearly
two years of research to guarantee accuracy. The shoe's 2inch-by-3-inch chip is tucked
into the bottom of the shoe.
Experts say GPS accuracy
vs .2k tics

often depends on how many
satellites the system can tap into.
Daniel's shoe and most GPS
devices on the market rely on
four.
-The technology is improving regularly. it's to the point
where you can get fairly good
reflection even in areas with
a lot of tree coverage and skyscrapers,- said Jessica Myers,
a spokeswoman for Garmin
International Inc.. a leader in
GPS technology based in
Kansas. "You still need a pretty clear view of the sky to
work effectively."
Daniel, who wears the shoes
when he runs every morning,
says he tested the shoes on a
recent trip to New Jersey. It
tracked him down the Atlantic
Coast to the Miami airport and
through the city to a specific
building.
The company also has put
the technology into military
boots and is in talks with
Colombia and Ecuador, he said.
But retail experts say the
shoe might be a tough sale to
brand-conscious kids.
"If (parents) can get their
kids to wear them, then certainly there is a marketplace.
But I think the biggest challenge is overcoming ... the cool
marketplace,- said Lee Dier-
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Isaac Daniel sits in his office
Positioning System embedded in the shoe in Miami.
cks, managing director of New activate and one to cancel — kicks don't have to worry about
Jersey-based Clear Thinking are inconspicuous near the their kids outgrowing them fast.
This fall, the company is unveilGroup, an advisory firm for shoelaces.
The company is selling 1,000 ing a plug-and-wear version
retailers.
The GPS sneakers, avail- limited-edition shoes online and that allows wearers to remove
able in six designs, resemble already has orders for 750, the electronics module from
their old shoes and plug it into
most other running shoes. The Daniel said.
another pair of Daniel's sneaks.
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Peppers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2000 Ford F-150 XL

2007 Chevrolet Silverado
Leather, Loaded,
4,355 Miles.
Stk. #P6371

73,000 Miles.
Stk. #TT7276B

58,000 Miles, Tilt,
Cruise, Power
Windows. Stk. #P6285A

S6,996*
2006 Chevrolet Equinox LT

2003 Ford
Escape XIS

2005 Dodge Ram SRT-10

Alloy Wheels, 65,000 Miles
Stk #TT7471B

Viper Powered, 22"
Alloy Wheels, Factory
Warranty.
Stk. #GT7436A

2000 Chevy 150015 Z-71
Leather, 1,000 Miles.
Stk. #P6354

4x4, 73,000 Miles
Stk. #P6260A

13,545
2006 Chrysler 300 Limited
Chrome Wheels,
Leather, All Power,
28,000 Miles.
Stk. #P6367

1999 Chrysler LHS
Leather, Tilt, Cruise,
97,000 Miles, All
Power, CD. Stk.
#TC7416A

Leather, CD, 17" Alloy
Wheels, 39,000 Miles.
Stk. #TC7470A

2003 Honda CR-V
CD, 76,000 Miles.
Stk. OTT7483A

GTP, Supercharged,
34,000 Miles.
Stk. #P6265A
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